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Problem Description
A new switch architecture concept for the future optical core network
has been proposed called the ”3-Level Integrated Hybrid Optical Net-
work” (3LIHON) [3]. Within this architecture concept some actual
realization alternatives are possible. Challenges remain with regard
to evaluation of both the general concept and the actual realizations
with respect to performance, dependability, cost and energy consump-
tion/environmental impact. Comparisons should be done, both be-
tween alternative realizations of the 3LIHON concept, and with other
suggested architectures for the future optical network.
In this thesis the focus will be on examining the wavelength utiliza-
tion and performance for statistically multiplexed traffic (with a given
scheduling algorithm) towards the wavelengths on the output side of a
3LIHON switching node. Different input traffic distributions and load
distributions across the three different transport classes of 3LIHON
will be examined. More specifically we want to observe loss for packets
belonging to the Statistically Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) trans-
port class, loss and delay for packets belonging to the Statistically
Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE) transport class, and the utilization
of each wavelength.
Initially we will assume:
• no FDL delay available in the Optical Packet Switch (OPS) part
of the architecture, i.e. for SM/RT packets;
• a single buffer with FIFO priority order and no (link level) re-
transmissions from the Electronic Packet Switch (EPS) part of
the architecture, i.e. for SM/BE packets;
i
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If time allows the study may be extended to include some of the
following:
• use N shared FDL delay line buffers available in the OPS (i.e.
for SM/RT packets) for a given output fiber (with N small);
• allow link level retransmission of interrupted packets from the
EPS (i.e. examine the trade-off between reducing loss but in-
creasing delay for the SM/BE transport class);
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Abstract
In the last years hybrid optical networking is a topic of increasing in-
terest for graceful migration to future high capacity integrated service
networks. A new hybrid network architecture is proposed to harmo-
nize different transport technologies and to support a suitable set of
services: ”3-Level Integrated Hybrid Optical Network” (3LIHON) [3].
The aim of this thesis is to study the performance of 3LIHON fo-
cusing on examining the Quality of Service (QoS) in the output part
of the node. In particular we study the performance for Statistically
Multiplexed (SM) traffic.
In Chapter 1 we present the motivation of our study and the cur-
rent work. We give the problem definition and define the goal of the
thesis.
Chapter 2 shows concepts and architecture of 3LIHON. Firstly we
introduce the reference classes used and the Quality of Service (QoS)
requirement. Furthermore we give a complete description of 3LIHON
architecture[3] describing transport services, architecture in detail, in-
put and output part of the node. Finally we describe the advantages
of 3LIHON network.
To simulate the 3LIHON architecture we use a programming lan-
guage called Simula and a context class for discrete event simulation
called DEMOS.
In Chapter 3 firstly we describe the simulation model implemented,
moreover we give a code description. We show the sources characteri-
v
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zation and the packets characterization for all type of traffic that 3LI-
HON is able to handle: Guaranteed Service Transport (GST) traffic,
Statistically Multiplexed (SM) Real Time (RT) traffic and Statisti-
cally Multiplexed (SM) Best Effort (BE) traffic. The code used in
this work is available in Appendix C.
In Chapter 4 firstly we present the simulation scenario and then
the obtained results. To evaluate the accuracy’s level of our results
we use a 95% confidence interval and more theoretical details about
that are given in Appendix A. We consider three study cases and
for each of them we analyze in details the Packet Loss Probability
(PLP) of Statistically Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) packets, the
Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statistically Multiplexed Best Ef-
fort (SM/BE) packets and the delay of Statistically Multiplexed Best
Effort (SM/BE) packets in the Best Effort queue. Some additional
results used to obtain the study case called Series Two in Chapter 4.4
are shown in Appendix B.
In Chapter 5 are presented some conclusions of this work and in
Chapter 6 we show some hints that can be the sparkle for furher works.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Current Work
Hybrid optical networking is a topic of increasing interest for graceful
migration to future high capacity integrated service networks.
Future networks require high flexibility and re-configuration capabil-
ity to handle the wide variety of services that they will bring into the
scene. The aim is to guarantee high speed interconnection between
users and to support a wide range of services and applications.
One of the earliest hybrid network architecture proposed for this
purpose is called ”Optical Migration Capable Nerwork with service
Guarantees” (OpMiGua) [1]. This is a model of Optical Packet Switched
(OPS) hybrid network that supports high throughput efficiency and
Guaranteed Service Transport (GST) with no packet loss and constant
delay.
OpMiGua divides the traffic into two service classes and uses the ca-
pacity of the same wavelength in a Wavelength Routed Optical Net-
work (WRON).
The traffic is divided into:
• Guaranteed Service Transport (GST) : service class for the circuit-
switched traffic;
• Statistically Mutiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE) : service class for
11
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the Best Effort packed switched traffic;
Beginning from the OpMiGua architecture and from its extensions
[2] it is proposed a new hybrid optical network called ”3-Level Inte-
grated Hybrid Optical Network” (3LIHON) [1] that it is studied to
harmonize different transport technologies and to handle future net-
works.
The new architecture introduces a third service level:
• Statistically Mutiplexed Real Time (SM/RT);
with the purpose to support strict real time services.
The advantages that 3LIHON is able to introduce are mainly three:
• increase the Quality of Service (QoS) for short packets with high
realtime demands;
• better bandwidth utilization;
• cheaper switch architecture;
Previously results from 3LIHON architecture are presented in [1].
They consider a mix of GST and SM/RT traffic and leave for further
works the chance to implement the complete set of service classes.
The aim of this work is to implement a simulation model of full
3LIHON architecture and to study the performance for statistically
multiplexed traffic towards the wavelengths on the output side of a
3LIHON switching node.
1.2 Problem Definition and Goal
1.2.1 Problem Definition
We study the behavior of the 3LIHON architecture using different in-
put traffic distributions and different load distributions per each type
of transport class.
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The focus is on the loss for packets belonging to the Statistically Mul-
tiplexed (SM) transport classes.
More specifically we want to observe loss for packets belonging to the
Statistically Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) transport class and loss
and delay for packets belonging to the Statistically Multiplexed Best
Effort (SM/BE).
In the previous work, presented in [1], to evaluate the loss for the
SM/RT traffic the attention is focused on a single output link with
M wavelengths. In this work we evaluate the loss for the SM/RT and
for the SM/BE traffic focused again on a single output link with M
wavelengths.
The model studied in the previous work [1] is discrete-time with
multi-slot packet generation but in this thesis we use an asynchronous
and un-slotted model.
1.2.2 Goal
The goal of this work is to study the performance of a complete 3LI-
HON architecture, composed by GST, SM/RT and SM/BE services,
with regard to contention at the output side of the node.
More specifically we want to observe loss for packets belonging to the
Statistically Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) transport class, loss and
delay for packets belonging to the Statistically Multiplexed Best Effort
(SM/BE) transport class and the utilization of each wavelength.
1.3 Outline
The outline of this work is as follows: Chapter 2 presents 3LIHON
architecture and its characteristics. Chapter 3.1 introduces the sim-
ulation model adopted. Chapter 3.2 describe in detail the simulation
model implemented. Chapter 4.1 introduces the simulation scenario.
Chapter 4.2 presents results for different series study case. Chapter
5 gives some conclusions of this work. Finally, Chapter 6 presents
further works.
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Chapter 2
3LIHON: Concepts and
Architecture
The ”3-Level Integrated Hybrid Optical Network” (3LIHON) is a new
hybrid network architecture developed as an extension of OpMiGua
[1].
It is introduced to handle a future network and to support a wide
range of services that require higher level of Quality of Service (QoS).
2.1 Reference classes and
QoS requirements
Classify future and still unknown services is impossible but we can in-
troduce seven general classes and hope that they will be able to match
with the future services.
A generic but at the same time exhaustive classification is the
follow one:
1. Video Streaming. Examples of this type of services are broad-
casting television and digital television signals between studios.
They require high bandwidth demands, especially when they
are High Quality (HQ). Video Streaming services treat one-way
transport of vision and sound for semi-professional and profes-
sional use. They are characterize by low jitters to avoid large
15
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buffers at receivers. Could be delay sensitive and have very high
loss sensitivity depending on use. In the high demand cases it is
maybe necessary to introduce Forward Error Correction (FEC).
2. Video Conversational. They are two-way transport of vision
and sound to handle the conversation between humans. They
require high bandwidth demands, like the video streaming class,
and high real time demands. They are less loss sensitive then the
previous type. When the HQ video is required for professional
use, like medicine use, it is better to use parallel video streaming.
3. Music Streaming. The demand of bandwidth in this case
is limited. It is a one-way transport that require low jitters
to do not have large buffers at receivers; in this case they can
be mobile. The delay sensitive is not so strict but in any case
change radio station can not take too long. In the HQ music a
little noise is acceptable and then it is possible to have high loss
sensitivity.
4. Voice Conversational. Voice conversational services consist in
two-way transport of voice to facilitate the conversation between
two humans. The main characterize of this type of service is the
high real time demand. The bandwidth demand and the loss
sensibility are both low.
5. Interactive Messaging. This service involves humans, sensors
and/or ”machine” and an example is transport of information
from a critical supervisory system. The demand of bandwidth
and the loss sensitivity are low. The real time demand is in
general high but for many uses of this service it can be relaxed.
6. Control Traffic. Control traffic examples are messages to han-
dle routing/segnaling information in a network or to exchange
status/failure. The bandwidth request is low but usually it has
both high loss sensitivity and high real time demands. This be-
havior is important when the system is for example carrying a
signaling of fault in a network.
7. General Data Transfer. Examples of this typer of services are
program updates, database use and back-up, Low Quality (LQ)
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video streaming or LQ music streaming for not professional use.
The bandwidth demands is variable in this case. We can say
that in general it has very high loss sensibility but with low real
time demands which allow retransmissions.
It is possible to introduce new services just combining the basic
classes presented above.
For example the ”on-line gaming” can be easy added like combina-
tion of General Data Transfer and Interactive Messaging. The first
has high bandwidth but low real time demand required to establish
a gaming environment. The second one provides low bandwidth and
high real time demand that are suitable with the necessity to keep the
gaming environment synchronized during the current gameplay.
Every basic class has a different QoS requirement and it is indicated
in the following table, according with the ITU-T Recommendation
Y.1541 [5] :
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Table 2.1: QoS targets for reference services classes [5]
Service Y.1541 Upper Bound Upper Upper Bandwidth
Class QoS Class Packet Loss Bound Bound need
Rate Delay Jitters
1.Video 6 or 7 10−5 100 ms or 50 ms High
Streaming 400 ms
2. Video 0 or 1 10−3 100 ms 50 ms High
Conversational or 400 ms
3.Music 6 or 7 10−5 100 ms 50 ms Low to
Streaming or 400 ms Medium
4.Voice 0 or 1 10−3 100 ms 50 ms Low
Conversational or 400 ms
5.Interactive 3 or 2 10−3 100 ms undef. Low
Messaging or 400 ms
6.Control 2 10−3 100 ms undef. Low
Traffic
7.General 4 or 5 10−3 1 s undef. Low
Data Transfer or undef. to High
2.2 3LIHON architecture
2.2.1 Transport Services Description
3LIHON handles three different transport services:
• Guaranteed Service Type (GST): class of transport resembling
an optical circuit switched service without information loss into
the network;
• Statistically Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT): class of transport
like a packet switched service with possibility of loss inside the
node and contest for bandwidth;
• Statistically Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE): class of trans-
port like a packet switched service with small overall packet loss
but no guaranteed delay inside the nodes;
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All this transport services are carried by the same set of shared
wavelengths.
The first one is the same studied in OpMiGua architecture [1] and
the second service is split in two.
We introduce a new class service to support the transport of real time
services. This kind of services indeed are defined by short packets with
low bandwidth demand but high real time request. This is unsuitable
with both the class services presented in OpMiGua.
The GST transport service introduces an undesired delay in the input
nodes and the SM/BE transport service may bring delay and poten-
tially loss.
2.2.2 Architecture Description
Figure 2.1 represents 3LIHON architecture with N input fibers and N
output fibers carrying M wavelengths each:
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Figure 2.1: General 3LIHON scheme architecture with N input/output
fibers carrying M wavelength [3]
Per each input wavelength is given a block able to identify which
kind of traffic is coming, called Packet Detected Types (PDT). It uses
optical coding techniques (proposed in [4]) to distinguish the different
services.
After that the packet goes into the switching stage.
2.2.3 Input to Node Description
In the 3LIHON architecture the first input block is the Detect Packet
Type (DPT).
A possible implementation of DPT using Optical Code (OC) is repre-
sented in Figure 2.2:
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Figure 2.2: Detect Packet Type (DPT) subsystem implemented using
OC detection [3]
These encoder/decoder are passive devices and for this reason they
have the advantage to do not increase the power consumption of the
architecture.
The default operation of this device is to send an unmarked traffic
flow to the OXC.
In this way it is not necessary to mark the GST packets with OC.
It is necessary for the SM/RT and SM/BE, in order to allow the DPT
to send them in the right switching subsystem.
It is possible to split the OCs available in two group: one dedicated
to the SM/RT and the other one to the SM/BE packets. Doing in this
way it is possible to distinguish the different nature of the SM traffic
directly into the optical domain and the priority of the coming traffic
is defined as well.
The DPT receive packets with variable length and it is able to
recognize that the received packet is finished because of the tail-OC,
introduced ad hoc.
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When an optical packet arrives at the input wavelength, an OC De-
coder detects the OC corresponding to either a SM/RT or a SM/BE
packet and consequently opens (O) and closes (C) the gates at the
input to forward the packet to its correct switching subsystem.
The packet is then forwarded into the correct switching subsystem.
When the DPT detects the tail OC, the system comes back to the
default configuration. That means all unmarked packets are sent to
OXC.
2.2.4 Core Node Description
Per each service presented the 3LIHON architecture introduces a dif-
ferent switching subsystem:
• Optical Cross Connection (OXC);
• Optical Packet Switching (OPS);
• Electronic Packet Switching/ Optical Packet Switching (EP-
S/OPS);
The GST packets are switched by using Optical Cross Connection
(OXC). They traverse the OXC through optical circuits already es-
tablished end-to-end through the core network, thus without any loss
of packet. In this way the GST packet travels into the network fol-
lowing fixed path from the input node to the output node through
pre-established wavelengths.
The OPS handles the SM/RT packets that have no buffering, ex-
cept a limited Fiber Delay (FD). In this way the real time service is
guaranteed.
The SM/BE packets are switched by Electronic Packet Switching
(EPS).
We expect that the largest part of the traffic is GST packets or SM/BE
packets. The first treats large volume traffic, like video services, the
second one is able to handle packets smaller than the GST, like ser-
vices characterize by limited real time demands.
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In both cases we can use cheap switches already commercially avail-
able based on existing technology. On the other hand, to realize the
switching of SM/RT traffic we have to introduce a new and more
expensive system: Optical Packet Switching (OPS). But the volume
of the SM/RT traffic is very limited if compared with the other two
classes. For this reason also the OPSs are less requiring in terms of
expensive optical hardware and it is possible to introduce concentra-
tors, as proposed in [8]. Even if 3LIHON needs further switching
subsystem, the overall cost of the architecture should be lower than
OpMiGua.
2.2.5 Output from Node Description
In the output from node we have three different types of traffic ser-
vices that compete to use the same wavelengths on switch output links.
To handle this behavior we introduce those additional services:
• Collision Avoidance (CA): to handle the possible collision among
different traffic types;
• Contention Resolution (CR): to treat the contention among pack-
ets of the same class;
We consider a generic wavelength j on a generic fiber k that we
indicate like (j, k) and introduce a Detect signal, like showed in Figure
2.3:
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Figure 2.3: Collision Avoidance mechanism [3]
The GST packets are characterize by maximum priority and that
means that they are forwarded from input to output without any loss
in fixed and pre-established circuits.
Every time that a GST packet is detected, the output of the OXC
sends a Detect signals to the OPS control and another Detected sig-
nal to the EPS control with the purpose to update their status.
The GST packet continues its path through a fixed Fiber Delay Line,
indicated in the figure like FDL1.
The length of this delay has to be equal to the maximum SM/RT
packet length to allow the potential SM/RT packet incoming to be
delivered out on channel (j, k). The GST packets have higher priority
level but they are not allow to interrupt any SM/RT packets that are
already crossing the system. The result is there is no collision between
GST and SM/RT packets. When a GST packet is coming the OPS
considers the channel (j, k) not available to handle incoming packets.
To solve the contention problems the OPS has to test the other wave-
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lengths looking for one of them that are not carrying another GST
packet.
To implement the Collision Avoidance (CA) on channel (j, k),
when the OPS detects the GST is over, it does not send immedi-
ately new SM/RT packets. It has to wait for a time equal to the delay
introduced by FDL1, to let the GST packet finish its transmission.
The maximum length of a SM/RT packet should be much shorter than
a GST packet to do not increase much the length of FDL1. In this
way the GST packets will have short delays in the OXCs.
The EPS/OPS must immediately stop to send out packets for CA
reasons and it must not consider channel (j, k) for contention resolu-
tion for incoming packets.
Only a short FDL2 (delay ∆ in Figure 2.3) is needed for the SM/RT
packets to allow the EPS to stop its transmission.
Contention Resolution (CR) is simple to handle in our system since
we receive just one packet at each time instant. Our simulation model
is asynchronous, like illustrated in Chapter 3.1.1.
2.2.6 3LIHON Advantages
Comparing the 3LIHON with the OpMiGua architecture we can notice
the following extra advantages:
• Better utilization of the bandwidth. The relative length of GST
packet compared to the length of the SM/RT packet is larger
than in the previous architecture.
• Benefit with GST packet delay. The GST packets have shorter
constant delays after the switch.
• More flexibility to handle the GST packets. Since short real
time demand packets are not carried by GST services the types
of packets that are left will either fill up GST packets quickly
(e.g. video with high real-time demands) or they are not real-
time and can also accept a longer timeout value if short/few
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packets are arriving to be merged into a GST packet. The result
is that we will have less short GST packets into the network.
Chapter 3
Simulation Modeling and
Code Description
3.1 Simulation Modeling
The focus of this work is on implementing a simulation model of full
3LIHON architecture and to study the performance for Statistically
Multiplexed (SM) traffic towards the wavelengths on the output side
of a 3LIHON switching node.
3.1.1 Model Description
The 3LIHON architecture showed in Figure 2.1 presents N input/out-
put carrying M = 32 wavelengths.
In this work the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) is evaluated in a single
output fiber.
A mix of GST, SM/RT and SM/BE traffic flow is considered. GST
traffic travels through the network without loss, while the SM traffic
is sent in gaps between GST packets. A given scheduling algorithm is
proposed to handle the traffic in the network.
Negative exponential distributions are used to describe the arrival
process for GST traffic and for Statistical Multiplexed (SM) traffic.
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GST packets are collected in burst and then forwarded in the net-
work by OXC.
The packet length distribution used to describe the length of the
GST bursts is constant distribution. We use Poisson distributions to
model the length of the Statistical Multiplexed (SM) traffic.
The simulation model that we present in this work is an asyn-
chronous and un-slotted model.
We assume no FDL available in the Optical Packet Switching
(OPS) for the SM/RT and one buffer with FIFO priority order and
no retransmission for SM/BE.
3.1.2 Quality of Service
The purpose of this work is to study the Quality of Service (QoS) in
the output nodes.
The focus of our work is on the follow parameters:
• Packet Loss Probability (PLP) for Statistically Multiplexed Real
Time (SM/RT) service;
• Packet Loss Probability (PLP) for Statistically Multiplexed Best
Effort (SM/BE) service;
• Delay of SM/BE packets in the BE queue;
3.2 Code Description
In this work we simulate the 3LIHON architecture using the program-
ming language Simula and a context class for discrete event simulation
called DEMOS.
Simula is a pure object-oriented programming language developed
in Norway in the 60’s for simulation purpose, like its name implies. It
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represents the framework for many of the features of object-oriented
languages.
Discrete Event Modelling On Simula (DEMOS) is a context class writ-
ten by Graham Birtwistle that has many building blocks for discrete
event simulators.
Our purpose is to implement the 3LIHON architecture with 32
output wavelengths (M = 32) and with a bit channel rate equal to 1
G bit per sec.
3.3 Sources Characterization
To handle the different types of services that 3LIHON is able to trans-
mit we use different kind of sources.
Since the GST bursts travel into the network following pre-established
path, we consider 32 GST sources: one per each output wavelength.
In this way we realize a fixed link and assure the delivery of each GST
burst.
To define the rate of these sources we use a negative exponential dis-
tributions, with mean value that is function of the length of GST and
bit channel rate, to achieve a wanted load from GST traffic on each
wavelength.
To generate the SM/RT traffic we consider a single source gener-
ates packets according with a negative exponential distribution. The
mean value is function of relative percentage of SM/RT packet that
we are considering, the bit channel rate, the length of the SM/RT
packets and the number of output wavelengths considered.
To handle the SM/BE packets we use a similar system: we con-
sider a single SM/BE source with negative exponential distribution.
Now this value is function of relative percentage of SM/BE packet,
bit channel rate, length of the SM/BE packets and number of output
wavelengths considered.
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3.4 Packets Characterization
We define a different length per each service to treat the collection of
packets that the network is able to transmit.
The GST bursts are characterized by constant distribution with
fixed mean value length.
In order to study the performances of the 3LIHON architecture we
considered three values for the mean value of GST bursts:
• GST burst length 4000 bytes;
• GST burst length 40000 bytes;
• GST burst length 400000 bytes;
The SM/RT packets are characterized by a negative exponential
distribution, with mean value equal to 40 bytes. This is a reasonable
choice because compatible with the SM/RT QoS requirements illus-
trated in the Chapter 2.1.
Furthermore we use a negative exponential distribution to describe
the SM/BE length, with mean value function of the SM/RT’s packets
length.
So far we consider a value equal to 40 times the SM/RT’s packets
length, that means 1600 bytes.
Then we test the simulator using two new values: 70 times (2800
bytes) and 100 times (4000 bytes) the length of SM/RT packets.
Nowadays we have not SM/BE traffic with this size but this is a pos-
sible require for the future networks.
For this study we estimate the FDL 5 times the SM/RT’s packets
length. This also means that SM/RT packets are truncated to this
maximum length when they are generated.
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3.4.1 Guaranteed Service Transport Traffic
Description
We implement the GST traffic by Demos like illustrated in Figure 3.1:
Figure 3.1: Demos implementation for GST traffic
To describe the behavior of the GST traffic we introduce two entity
classes:
• GST generator
We have 32 generators and every time that one of the them gen-
erates a packet the correspondent wavelength is busy until the
end of the transmission.
Packets generate from this type of sources can not be interrupted
and this guarantees the higher priority level to GST traffic.
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• GST burst
There is a direct link between the GST source and the corre-
sponding output wavelength. Every time that a GST burst is
been generated we mark the correspondent FDL with flag equal
to 1, to remember that it is used to carry a packet with higher
priority level and that it can not be used.
We introduce a boolean variable that we set true to remind that
GST burst is crossing the FDL. Hence we keep track of the cor-
respondent wavelength that is still busy and we guarantee that
generated packet arrives at destination.
When a GST burst is crossing the network the corresponding
resource is not available.
There is a free wavelength for each GST burst generated. It uses
only one specific wavelength, which is always available (after ex-
iting from the FDL). A GST burst uses the resource for all the
time needed to send the burst and it releases the wavelength at
the end of the transmission.
To indicate that now it is free and available per each type of
services we set the flag to 0 and send this information to the
”BEserver” class (details in Chapter 3.4.3).
3.4.2 Statistically Multiplexed Real Time Traffic
Description
To implemented the SM/RT traffic by Demos we used the schema il-
lustrated in Figure 3.2:
We describe the behavior of SM/RT traffic by two entity classes:
• RT generator
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Figure 3.2: Demos implementation for SM/RT traffic
In this case we have a single SM/RT generator that assigns the
length value to the generated packet according with the distri-
butions illustrated in Chapter 3.3.
After that we take care of the Collision Avoidance: if the packet
is longer than the max mean length SM/RT’s packet than we fix
equal to max mean length SM/RT’s packet.
• RT packet
We give the correspondent length to the SM/RT packet, like
showed in Chapter 3.4.
In order to send a SM/RT packet through the system we need
to find a free wavelength or to find a resource that is carrying
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a SM/BE packet. In this case we are allow to interrupt the in-
coming packet and to send the SM/RT.
We check all the wavelengths beginning from the first one and
define a local variable. The purpose is to keep track of which is
the last output wavelength interrupted: in this way we do not
interrupt always the same resource.
If we find an output wavelength with flag equal to 0 that means
that it is free and then we use to transmit the SM/RT packet.
If we do not, according with the priority traffic law in 3LIHON
architecture, we start to search a resource that is carrying a
SM/BE packet to interrupt and we use to send a SM/RT packet.
If we find a wavelength marked with flag value 3 we are allow
to interrupt the transmission because the SM/RT services have
high priority level than the SM/BE.
When a SM/BE packet is interrupted we must register the loss.
Hence we send an interrupt with power value equal to 2 to the
SM/BE packet and memorize which wavelength is used to send
the SM/RT packet.
Finally we use the wavelength to transmit the SM/RT packet:
we acquire its and set the flag to the correspondent value, that
is 2.
The SM/RT packet uses the resource for all time that needs and
no one can interrupt.
When the transmission of the SM/RT packet is over the wave-
length is released and the flag is reset to 0, free resource.
To inform that the resource is released and available we send
this information to ”BEserver” class like illustrated in in Chap-
ter 3.4.3.
3.4.3 Statistically Multiplexed Best Effort Traffic
Description
We describe the SM/BE traffic by Demos using the schema illustrated
in Figure 3.3:
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Figure 3.3: Demos implementation for SM/BE traffic
To implement the behavior of the SM/BE traffic is necessary to
introduce three different classes:
• BE generator
A single source generates a new SM/BE packet and it assigns
them a matching length.
The generator is busy until the arrive of the next packet and the
distribution that governs this behavior is presented in Chapter
3.3.
• BE packet
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The entity class ”SMBEpacket” works with the entity class ”BE-
server” to handle the transmission of the SM/BE packets in the
system. GST bursts and RT packets are both allow to interrupt
the transmission of SM/BE traffic so we have to consider and
implement that.
All packets generated by the previous class go into a queue,
called ”BE Q”.
The role of the entity ”BEpacket” is to mark the packet with
flag’s value 3, remembering that it has less priority level.
When there is no competition for the resource, the packet ac-
quires and uses a wavelength until the end of the information
unit carried. In the end it changes the flag’s value from 3 to
0 to indicate that the resource is now free to carry all types of
packets.
We introduce a specific object to synchronization purpose, called
”serverBEwaiting wl”. It informs all system’s classes that the re-
source is busy or that the ”BEqueue” is empty.
This is a specific type bin object implemented in Demos and
used to realize cooperation between multiple entities.
The Demo’s description of ”serverBEwaiting wl” is the follow
one:
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Figure 3.4: Bin object ”serverBEwaiting wl”
It is possible that more packets require the same wavelength and
in this case we handle the resource competition like illustrated
follow.
The SM/BE packets can be interrupted:
– by GST burst: a SM/BE packet is crossing the wavelength
but receives an interrupt with power value 1 because ”server-
BEwaiting wl” is taken in the class ”GST packet” from a
packet with high priority level;
– by SM/RT packet: a SM/BE packet is crossing the wave-
length but receives an interrupt with power value 2 because
”serverBEwaiting wl” is taken in the class ”BE packet”
from a packet with high priority level;
We memorize the number of output wavelength that carries the
interrupted SM/BE packet. Hence we do not interrupt always
the same resource in case of loss.
We register every SM/BE packet loss and the time that each
SM/BE packet spend into the queue for statistical purpose.
• BE server
This class is in charge to take the packets from the BE queue
and send in the output wavelengths.
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The server checks all the output wavelengths beginning from the
first one and looking for one of them available.
If it find a free resource then checks if there is a SM/BE packet
into the BE queue. If both the conditions are true the server
takes the first packet that is waiting in queue (FIFO policy),
memorizes the output wavelength that is going to use and then
starts to send the packet in output resource.
After that the server is free and ready to handle a new SM/BE
packet.
Chapter 4
Simulation Scenario &
Results
4.1 Simulation Scenario
The focus of this work is on performance for statistically multiplexed
traffic in 3LIHON architecture.
We study few series of simulation to analyze the behavior of our net-
work with different input traffic distribution and different load distri-
bution.
The plan of the simulation is illustrated in Figure 4.1:
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Figure 4.1: Simulation Scenario
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4.2 Results
In this section we present the results of 3LIHON simulation model in
the following cases:
• Series One
We consider a mix of relative traffic flow:
GST 60%, SM/RT 10% and SM/BE 30%.
We decide to analyze the behavior varying the mean value of
GST bursts length:
4000 bytes, 40000 bytes and 400000 bytes.
We fix the number of output wavelength M = 32.
Then we study the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) for Statisti-
cally Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) traffic, the Packet Loss
Probability (PLP) for Statistically Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE)
traffic and the delay of the SM/BE packets in the BE queue.
In order to consider the model’s behavior varying the number
of output wavelength change we decrease M to 8 and study the
Packet Loss Probability (PLP) for Statistically Multiplexed Real
Time (SM/RT) traffic.
• Series Two
We study the system with four different mix of relative traffic:
- GST 60% and SM/BE 30%;
- GST 50% and SM/BE 40%;
- GST 30% and SM/BE 60%;
- GST 80% and SM/BE 10%;
and with a percentage of SM/RT equal to 10%.
We decide to analyze what happen when the mean value of GST
bursts length is:
4000 bytes, 40000 bytes and 400000 bytes.
We study the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) for Statistically
Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) traffic, the Packet Loss Prob-
ability (PLP) for Statistically Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE)
traffic and the delay of the SM/BE packets in the BE queue.
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• Series Three
We consider a mix of relative traffic flow:
GST 80%, SM/RT 10% and SM/BE 10%.
We analyze the behavior varying the mean value of SM/BE pack-
ets length:
1600 bytes, 2800 bytes and 4000 bytes.
We fix the mean value of GST bursts length to 40000 bytes.
Then we study the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) for Statisti-
cally Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) traffic, the Packet Loss
Probability (PLP) for Statistically Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE)
traffic and the delay of the SM/BE packets in the BE queue.
The simulations are obtained using a student’s T distribution and
running n = 10 independent replications to establish 95% confidence
intervals. We represent the confidence intervals in our results.
More details about confidence interval, student’s T distribution
and parameters chosen are shown in Appendix A.
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4.3 Series One Results:
GST 60% SM/BE 10% SM/RT 30%
In this section we study 3LIHON architecture with the follow relative
load partition:
!"#$%&"'()$*'
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Figure 4.2: Relative Load Series One GST = 0.6 SM/RT = 0.1 SM/BE
= 0.3
4.3.1 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/RT
Firstly we focus on the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of the Statisti-
cally Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) traffic.
This value is the ratio between the SM/RT packets lost and the
SM/RT packets that require a free wavelength.
Like showed in Chapter 3 the SM/RT traffic is allow to interrupt
SM/BE packets but not GST. If all wavelengths are busy to transmit
GST bursts or other SM/RT packets then the SM/RT packet is lost.
We simulate 5 seconds with a transient time of 0.25 seconds.
Each simulation counts n = 10 sub-simulation, per 10 different seeds.
In this way we can describe the parameters with confidence interval
of 95%, like illustrated in Appendix A.
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4.3.1.1 PLP of SM/RT with M = 32
We consider a 3LIHON model with M = 32 wavelength and we study
the behavior for three different length’s value of GST bursts.
We obtain the following results:
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Figure 4.3: PLP SM/RT Series One
We studied the system for total load values low, e.g. 0.5 and 0.6,
but the simulation time that we implement is not enough to get sta-
tistically significant values.
In Figure 4.3 we have a complete study of the PLP SM/RT packets
in the relative load conditions illustrated before.
We vary the mean value of length of GST bursts. For smaller values
of the GST length the loss probability of the SM/RT packet is bigger.
For longer values of GST length is lower.
In the second case the GST bursts are less but longer and the free
space between the end of one GST burst and the beginning of the
next one is longer. The SM/RT packets use this free space to acquire
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a resource and then the chances to find one of them free are higher.
Hence the PLP of the SM/RT packet is smaller when the distribution
that describe the length of GST burst has a bigger mean value.
The Figure 4.3 shows that the trend of the curves for mean value
GST length equal to 40000 and 400000 bytes is almost the same.
The reason is because in any case SM/RT packets are allow to inter-
rupt SM/BE transmission so the GST length does not influence so
much SM/RT traffic. The relative load of the SM/RT packets is in
general not too high and in all our studies is 10%.
4.3.1.2 PLP of SM/RT with M = 8
In order to consider the model’s behavior when the the number of
output wavelength change we make a complete set of simulations con-
sidering a smaller number of output wavelength, M = 8.
We study the PLP of SM/RT and the results are shown in Figure
4.4 :
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Figure 4.4: PLP SM/RT Series One with M = 8
We analyze this study case decreasing the number of the output
wavelengths from 32 to 8 because we want to observe how the PLP
SM/RT changes with less wavelengths available.
The conclusion is that GST length does not influence so deeply the
PLP SM/RT.
Comparing the behavior of the system with M = 32 and M = 8 is
easy to conclude that in the second case the loss is greater.
We have less available output resources to use and the probability
that all of them are carrying GST bursts or previous SM/RT packets
is higher.
In the next study cases we keep the number of output wavelength
M = 32.
4.3.1.3 PLP of SM/RT varying GST bursts length
In this section we consider the PLP SM/RT in function of GST length
values for different total load values.
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The results are shown in Figure 4.5:
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Figure 4.5: PLP SM/RT Series One varying GST length
The value of the PLP SM/RT is almost the same for all total load
values when the mean length of GST burst is equal to 40000 or
400000 .
Longer is the GST burst and lower is the probability to lose a SM/RT
packet.
4.3.2 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/BE
Secondly we analyze the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of the Statis-
tically Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE) traffic.
We define this parameter like ratio between the number of SM/BE
packets lost and the number of the SM/BE packets taken out of the
BE queue.
Each SM/BE packet generated goes into a queue, waits until one of
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the output wavelength is free and finally the transmission starts.
If a GST or SM/RT packet needs to use a resource and no one is free
then the SM/BE is interrupted and we register a packet loss. Each
single packet that goes into the queue is a packet that is allowed to
require an output wavelength, if it arrives or not to its destination
depends of the other two classes.
We simulate 5 seconds with transient time 0.25 seconds and study
the 3LIHON system with M = 32 output wavelengths.
Each simulation counts n = 10 sub-simulations, with 10 different
seeds.
In the Figure 4.6 we present the PLP for SM/BE using a logarith-
mic scale:
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Figure 4.6: PLP SM/BE Series One using logarithm scale
The probability to lose a packet in the SM/BE case is higher than
in SM/RT case and that is logical because of how we implemented the
traffic priority.
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We observe that if longer is the size of the GST bursts than lower is
the probability that a SM/BE packet is interrupted. If we have long
GST bursts with a fixed relative load the GST generator produces less
packets than in the case with GST shorter bursts. There are less GST
bursts that can interrupt SM/BE packets. That explain the results
plot in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.7 shows PLP of SM/BE using a linear scale to focus on
high total load values.
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Figure 4.7: PLP SM/BE Series One using linear scale
The PLP of SM/BE is lower for GST bursts length equal to 400000
bytes than for 40000 bytes.
SM/BE traffic is characterized by the lowest priority level then we
think that is interesting to see which is the influence of the other two
services class to interrupt the SM/BE packets.
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We study the relative percentage of SM/BE packets interrupted
by GST bursts (Figure 4.8)
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Figure 4.8: Relative percent SM/BE loss by GST Series One
and the relative percentage of SM/BE packets interrupted by SM/RT
packets (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Relative percent SM/BE loss by SM/RT Series One
In this case the statistical parameter that we study with 95% of
confident interval is the ratio between the number of BE packets inter-
rupted by GST and the total number of SM/BE packets interrupted.
We called this relative percentage of SM/BE packets interrupted by
GST services.
The trend of this curves shows that when the total load is low the
SM/BE packets are interrupted mostly by GST bursts. The relative
percentage of SM/BE packet interrupted in this case is very high then
it depends completely to the behavior of the GST bursts.
In the other hand when the total load is high the behavior of the
GST bursts does not influence so much the relative percent of SM/BE
packet lost.
We analyze the ratio between the number of SM/BE packets inter-
rupted by SM/RT and the total number of SM/BE packets interrupted
calling relative percentage of SM/BE packets interrupted by SM/RT.
The trend of this curves shows that for high total load the SM/BE
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packets are interrupted mostly by SM/RT packets but for low total
load they do not influence so much the percentage of interrupted pack-
ets.
4.3.3 Delay of the SM/BE packet
Finally we study the delay of the Statistically Multiplexed Best Effort
(SM/BE) packets.
All SM/BE packets that want to use a wavelength have to wait in a
queue called ”BE Q” (Chapter 3.4.3). We think that is interesting to
study the mean value of delay of SM/BE packets in this queue.
Per each SM/BE packet that is generated we calculate the differ-
ence between the time that it arrives in queue and that it is taken out
from the queue by the BE server. This value is the delay of a single
BE packet. We sum all this partial delays and divide for the number
of the BE packets that are taken out of the BE queue obtaining the
mean value of BE packet delay.
This is the parameter that we study with 95% of confident interval.
The results presented in Figure 4.10 show mean delay for SM/BE
packets as a function of total load for three different mean GST burst
length values:
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Figure 4.10: Mean value of SM/BE packets delay Series One
The y-axis represents the mean delay for SM/BE packet in second.
We observe that higher is the total load then higher is also the
mean value delay observed for SM/BE packet. If the total amount of
the packets increases also the probability that BE services are inter-
rupted is higher.
We can observe different behaviors varying GST length. When the
length is short then the delay is small. When GST packets are long
then they take the output wavelengths longer and the waiting time of
the SM/BE packet in the BE queue is longer.
Because of the nature of this statistic parameter we decided to
study also the moment of the second order of the SM/BE packet de-
lay: the variance of the mean value of the SM/BE packet delay.
The results are in Figure 4.11:
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Figure 4.11: Variance of SM/BE packets delay Series One
The values of the delays in this second case are much smaller. Fo-
cusing on relative load value 0.8 and on the GST mean value of 4000
bytes we can notice that there is a difference of more than ten orders
of magnitude and the moment of the second order is smaller than the
moment of the first. We have a delay of 2.6 10−6 for the mean value
and the corresponding one for the variance is 4.7 10−17.
To higher total load correspond longer waiting time into the BE
queue and if the GST length is shorter then the delay is smaller.
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4.4 Series Two Results
4.4.1 GST burst length 40 000 bytes
In this section we show the results of 3LIHON simulation model vary-
ing the mix of the relative percentage of services like illustrated in
Chapter 4.2 and keeping the mean value of GST bursts length equal
to 40000 bytes.
4.4.1.1 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/RT
Firstly we study the trend of the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of
Statistically Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT).
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Figure 4.12: PLP SM/RT varying relative percentage GST & BE
Figure 4.12 shows that the PLP of SM/RT for total load equal
to 0.8 is higher than the value obtained for total load 0.9 when the
relative percentage of guaranteed traffic is high. This behavior looks
unusual if compared with the study cases so far, however it is consis-
tent with the OpMiGua’s results showed in [11] and [12].
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[12] demonstrates that the relative share and length of GST packets
influence the loss mechanism related to the Statistically Multiplexed
(SM) classes and then the Packet Loss Probability(PLP). Varying
GST share we have significant improvement in the PLP.
[11] presents an analysis of packet loss in OpMiGua node with given
reservation technique. For shorter GST packets and GST share below
85% the mean difference between simulation and analysis is approxi-
mately 10%.
The results in Figure 4.12 show that when the relative percentage of
guaranteed traffic is high the PLP of SM/RT for total load equal to
0.8 is higher than for total load 0.9. Hence the results obtained for
3LIHON model are consistent with the previous OpMiGua studies.
Furthermore Figure 4.12 shows what happen when the simulation
time chosen is not enough to have appropriate level of accuracy. This
is the share GST 30% percentage case.
4.4.1.2 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/BE
Secondly we study the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statistically
Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE) packets, showed in Figure 4.13:
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Figure 4.13: PLP SM/BE varying relative percentage GST & BE
We observe that the trend is increasing with the total load value.
More bursts and packets are crossing the system and higher is the
probability that a SM/BE packet is interrupted because has lower
priority level.
When the percentage of GST bursts is higher then the PLP of SM/BE
is higher too.
4.4.1.3 Delay of SM/BE packet
In this section we consider the mean value of the delay of SM/BE in
the BE queue.
The results are in Figure 4.14:
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Figure 4.14: Mean Value Delay SM/BE packets varying relative per-
centage GST & BE
When the total load is below 80% the delay of SM/BE packets in
the BE queue increases with the relative percentage of SM/BE pack-
ets. For total load 80% the value for share GST percentage 60% and
80% is quite similar and the higher value is registered for share GST
packets 50%.
This behavior is different from the previous study cases and to un-
derstand we focus on the blue case (80% GST and 10% BE) at loads
0.90 and 0.95. The few SM/BE packets in queue have low probability
of finding a free wavelength in-between GST bursts and SM/RT pack-
ets since the total load on the wavelengths is high. Hence they are
stuck in the queue longer. At lower loads this effect is not the domi-
nating one since then the SM/BE packets are more likely to find free
wavelengths and stays shorter in queue. In lower loads case the rel-
ative amount of SM/BE packets seems to dominate, giving the other
color graphs higher delay values.
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In this context is interesting to study the delay of SM/BE traffic
varying the relative percentage of SM/BE packets.
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Figure 4.15: SM/BE packets delay varying the relative percentage of
SM/BE traffic
Figure 4.15 shows that when the total load is low the SM/BE
service is not congested. The delay of SM/BE packets in BE queue
increases with the relative percentage of SM/BE traffic.
On the other hand when the total load is high the SM/BE service
is congested. The BE queue is not able to handle the SM/BE packets
incoming and GST traffic improves its performance.
4.4.2 GST burst length 4 000 bytes
In this section we study the simulation model varying the mix of the
relative percentage of services like illustrated in Chapter 4.2 and keep-
ing the mean value of GST bursts length equal to 4000 bytes.
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4.4.2.1 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/RT
We consider the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statistically Mul-
tiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) packets.
Results are shown in Figure 4.16:
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Figure 4.16: PLP SM/RT varying relative percentage GST & BE
Consideration about this results are similar to the previous study
case Series One.
When the relative percentage of GST burst is high the probability to
lose SM/RT packet is high too.
When the share GST burst percentage and the relative load are 80%
we observe an unexpected peak. The result is consistent with previous
OpMiGua results showed in [11] and [12].
4.4.2.2 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/BE
In this section we study the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statis-
tically Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE) packets.
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The results are shown in Figure 4.17:
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Figure 4.17: PLP SM/BE varying relative percentage GST & BE
Higher is the relative percentage of GST traffic and higher the
probability to lose SM/BE packets too.
When the total load is low SM/BE packets are interrupted mostly
by GST burst, in the other hand when the total load is high they
are interrupted by SM/RT. This result was found out in OpMiGua
model [1] and is still consistent in 3LIHON like showed in Figure 4.17.
Comparing this results with Figure 4.12 we observe that shorter is the
length of GST bursts and lower the PLP of SM/BE packets.
The PLP of SM/BE for the share GST percentage equal to 50% is
quite the same for total load 0.9 and 0.95.
Further works can be focus on that perhaps focusing on the study
case with relative percentage of GST burst 50% (Appendix B.1) and
varying some others background parameters.
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4.4.2.3 Delay of SM/BE packet
We study the mean value of the delay of the SM/BE in the BE queue:
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Figure 4.18: Mean Value Delay SM/BE packets varying relative per-
centage GST & BE
The Figure 4.18 shows that below 0.7 the delay increases for each
percentage of GST packets relative load. When the total load is 0.7
the delay is almost the same for relative percentage of guaranteed traf-
fic equal to 50 %, 60% and 80% but not 30%. Above total load 0.7
the results for relative percentage of GST bursts 30%, 50% and 60%
start to converge on the same value and it happens for total load 0.95.
However the curve of the GST 80% increases above total load 0.7.
When the relative percentage of GST traffic is high our simulation
results show a particular behavior, like in OpMiGua model ([11] and
[12]).
A possible explanation is showed above (cf. Chapter 4.4.1.3).
When the total load is high there are few SM/BE packets in queue.
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They have low probability to find a free wavelength, thus they are
stuck in the queue longer. In lower loads case the relative amount
of SM/BE packets seems to dominate giving the other color graphs
higher delay values.
4.4.3 GST burst length 400 000 bytes
4.4.3.1 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/RT
In this section we study the trend of the Packet Loss Probability (PLP)
of Statistically Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) when the GST burst
length is 40000 bytes.
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Figure 4.19: PLP SM/RT varying relative percentage GST & BE
Figure 4.19 shows three different mix of relative percentage of GST
and SM/BE traffic because the obtained results for GST 30% and
SM/BE 60% are not consistent. The time simulation used is not
enough to give result with a good level of accuracy. Then we decide
to do not include this result.
The curve with relative percentage of GST bursts higher does not
show a peak for total load equal 0.8. Hence is possible that choosing a
relative percentage of guaranteed traffic high enough we can influence
the PLP of SM/RT.
This is an interesting point to focus on in further works.
4.4.3.2 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/BE
In this section we consider the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of
SM/BE packets.
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The results are in Figure 4.20:
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Figure 4.20: PLP SM/BE varying relative percentage GST & BE
Our simulation results show that the trend of the curves is the
same of the previously cases: higher is the relative percentage of GST
burst and higher is the probability to lose SM/BE packets.
However Figure 4.20 shows that when the total load value is 60% the
PLP of SM/BE packets is the same.
This behavior is interesting and it is left for further works.
4.4.3.3 Delay of SM/BE packet
This section studies the delay of the SM/BE packets in the BE queue.
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Figure 4.21: Mean Value Delay SM/BE packets varying relative per-
centage GST & RT
The Figure 4.21 shows results consistent with the two previous
studies (Chapter 4.4.1.3 and Chapter 4.4.2.3).
Firstly the curves increase for all mix of relative percentage of GST &
SM/BE. When the total load is 0.8 the curves for GST 30%, 50% and
60% start to converge. Moreover they converge for total load 0.95.
However the curve that represent the higher percentage of GST burst
keeps an increasing trend also above the total load value 0.8. The
explanation for this behavior is given in 4.4.1.3.
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4.5 Series Three Results:
GST 80% BE 10% RT 10%
varying BE length
The last study is focus on the behavior of the system when the size of
the SM/BE packets changes.
The relative load partition used in this case is illustrated in Figure
4.22:
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Figure 4.22: Relative Load Series Three GST = 0.8 RT = 0.1 BE =
0.1
It is necessary to define a value for the mean value of distribution
that provides the length of the guaranteed services. We can not de-
cide this value without consider the relation with the mean value of
the SM/BE packets length. To manage the Collision Avoidance (CA)
is necessary to respect what illustrated in Chapter 2 and then the GST
bursts have to be always longer that SM/BE packets.
We set the mean value of the GST bursts to 40000 bytes and for
the mean value of SM/BE packets we consider the follow cases:
• SM/BE packet length 4000 bytes;
• SM/BE packet length 2800 bytes
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• SM/BE packet length 1600 bytes;
4.5.1 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/RT
The study of the PLP RT varying the length of the SM/BE packets
shows something that we know since the description of the 3LIHON
architecture: the SM/BE traffic is not allow to influence SM/RT ser-
vice performance because it has lower priority level.
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Figure 4.23: PLP of SM/RT Series Three
The SM/RT packets can always interrupt SM/BE packets then
the PLP SM/RT does not change varying the length of the SM/BE
packets.
Figure 4.23 shows this behavior, as expected.
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4.5.2 Packet Loss Probability of the SM/BE
In this section we study the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of the
SM/BE for different values of the SM/BE packets length.
The results are shown in Figure 4.24:
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Figure 4.24: PLP of SM/BE Series Three using logarithmic scale
The probability to interrupt a SM/BE packet increases with the
length of the packet. If the SM/BE packet is shorter then the time to
transmit through an output wavelength is shorter. If the time needed
to forward the information is smaller then the probability that a GST
burst or a RT packet needs to use the resource is smaller.
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Figure 4.25: PLP SM/BE Series Three using linear scale
Figure 4.25 shows the same result but with linear scale to observe
in detail the behavior with high total load.
4.5.3 Delay of the SM/BE packet
In this section we study the delay of the SM/BE packets in the BE
queue.
In Figure 4.26 we show the results for the mean value of the delay:
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Figure 4.26: Mean Value of SM/BE packets delay Series Three
The probability that a SM/BE packet is stuck into the queue is
greater when the size of the packets is smaller because the SM/BE
generator produces more packets. All the generated packets have to
wait in the queue before to be forwarded in the matched output wave-
length like illustrated in Chapter 3.4.3. The delay increases if the
percentage of GST burst increases too.
In the Figure 4.27 we show the result for the variance of the delay
of SM/BE packets:
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Figure 4.27: Variance of SM/BE packets delay Series Three
Considerations for this result are similar to Series One case (Chap-
ter 4.3.3). The values of the variance of delay are smaller than mean
value one. The time that the packet SM/BE spends in the queue is
longer when the total load is higher.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
This thesis focus on Quality of Service (QoS) aspects in the ”3-Level
Integrated Hybrid Optical Network ”(3LIHON) architecture.
A simulation model is developed using a programming language
called Simula and a context class for discrete event simulation called
DEMOS. The result is an asynchronous and un-slotted model able to
handle a variety of simulation’s scenarios.
We consider the performance on the output side of a 3LIHON
switching node with a given scheduling algorithm towards wavelength
and our attention is on Statistically Multiplexed traffic.
Three study cases are considered to evaluate the network’s perfor-
mance.
The Series One is a complete study on the output side of a 3LI-
HON node varying the length of GST bursts and with fixed relative
percentage of GST bursts, SM/RT and SM/BE packets. Results show
that the PLP for SM/RT packets is quite good when the total load
of the simulator is below 80%, and that when reducing the number
of output wavelengths the performance becomes worse. The PLP of
SM/BE shows again good results for total load around 80% however
the behavior is quite bad for higher values. We demonstrate that when
the total load is low SM/BE packets are mostly interrupted by GST
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bursts but when it is high by SM/RT packets. Observing the delay of
SM/BE packets in the BE queue we show that the waiting time in-
creases with the total load and when the GST bursts length increase
so do the time in the queue.
The Series Two is a study varying the mix of relative percentage
of services with fixed length value of GST bursts. The consideration
about the PLP of SM/RT are similar to the first study case but we can
observe a more specific behavior: when the relative percentage of GST
bursts is high we have an improvement in PLP as the load increase
over 80%. Observing the PLP of SM/BE results we can say that it
increases when the percentage of GST bursts increases too. About
the delay of SM/BE packets in the BE queue we observe a special
behavior when the share of GST burst is high and it is the same for
each GST burst length.
The Series Three is a complete study on the output side of 3LI-
HON node varying the length of SM/BE packets. Firstly we provide
a result demonstration that the SM/BE traffic does not influence the
SM/RT and GST traffics. Then we observe that the probability to in-
terrupt a SM/BE packet increases with the length of the SM/BE and
that the delay of SM/BE packets depends on the length of SM/BE
packets. Finally we can say that the performance of the simulated
model are quite good below 80% total load and sometimes are good
also for higher values. In any case it is not recommendable to work
above 90% total load because the risk to loose SM/RT packets is too
high.
To sum up the implemented algorithm gives good performance
on the output side of a 3LIHON switching node, for reasonable load
values and studied traffic mixes.
Chapter 6
Further works
The proposed thesis opens many possible scenarios for further works.
The presented simulation model has not Fiber Delay Line (FDL)
delay in the Optical Packet Switching (OPS) part of the architec-
ture and has a single buffer with First In First Out (FIFO) policy.
Moreover it does not implement a retransmission mechanism for the
SM/BE packets that are interrupted.
It might be interesting to compare the currently results with N shared
FDL buffers available in the OPS for a given output fiber and/or to
consider the performance allowing link level retransmission of inter-
rupted packets from the EPS.
Furthermore it would be interesting to study the network’s behav-
ior assigning priority levels to SM/BE packets. In this case we should
consider more than one BE queue and implement different retransmis-
sion mechanism.
In the proposed work we consider fixed distributions to implement
the packets generators, hence it would be interesting to vary those dis-
tributions and study the consequences on the network’s performance.
Finally we should consider different relative percentage of share
traffic and varying length and relative percentage of both the Statis-
tically Multiplexed (SM) traffic types.
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Appendix A
Confident Inteval
We have to evaluate the accuracy’s level of our result after each sim-
ulation.
All the estimated parameters are stochastic variables characterized
by mean value and by variance. If we repeat n times the same simula-
tion we are going to obtain n different and independent observations.
For this reason we must define a confident interval to evaluate the
accuracy’s level of result.
To study the performance of 3LIHON we need to introduce two
estimators:
• Mean Value Estimator;
• Variance Estimator;
A.0.4 Mean Value Estimator
The parameter that we want evaluate is called x and its mean value
is µ.
The independent observations that we obtain are X1, X2, ..., Xn.
An estimator of the mean value is the sample average defined like:
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X(n) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Xi
The obtained estimator is an stochastic variable so if we repeat
few times the simulation we are going to find different X(n) values.
In general we can say that X(n) 6= µ and then we need to evaluate
the confidence interval that is an interval around X(n). In this way
we are confident (”confident interval”) that µ is in that range.
This obtained estimator of µ is not polarized:
E{X(n)} = µ
The definition of the confident interval for the considered estimator is:
P{|X(n)− µ| < δ} = 1− α
where δ is the half amplitude of the confident interval:
[X − δ;X + δ]
If 1 − α = 0, 95 then we evaluate the accuracy of all simulations
with a confidence interval of 95%.
It has gaussian distribution with mean value equal to 0 and vari-
ance equal to 1.
A.0.5 Variance Estimator
We can calculate an estimator also for the second moment.
The variance of ofX(n) is:
V ar{X(n)} =
σ2
n
When the number of samples increases then the estimation of the
parameter is better.
To estimate this parameter we can use the sample variance:
S2(n) =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
[Xi −X(n)]
2
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Again we have a non polarize estimator.
V ar[X(n)] =
S2(n)
n
=
1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
[Xi −X(n)]
2
A.0.6 Student’s T Disrtibution
If the number of observations is high, e.g. n > 30, we can represented
X(n) by a gaussian distribution and introduce the stochastic variable
Zn:
Zn =
[X(n)− µ]√
σ2
n
Zn is a gaussian distribution with mean value equal to zero and vari-
ance equal to 1.
The Zn distribution in represented in Figure A.1:
Figure A.1: Gaussian Distribution of Zn
The value z1−α/2 is such that the integral under the curve between
−z1−α/2 and z1−α/2 is equal to 1− α:
P{−z1−α/2 ≤ z ≤ z1−α/2} = 1− α
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We can use S2(n) instead that σ2 in the Zn expression because we
assumed that the number of observations n is big.
We obtain the follow expression:
P{−z1−α/2 ≤
[X(n)− µ]√
σ2
n
≤ z1−α/2}} = P{X(n)− z1−α/2
√
S2(n)
n
≤ µ
≤ X(n) + z1−α/2
√
S2(n)
n
} ∼= 1− α
Then the half amplitude of the confident interval is:
δ = z1−α/2
√
S2(n)
n
If all the samples Xi have a normal distribution we can define the
variable tn like:
tn =
[X(n)− µ]√
σ2
n
This distribution is called student’s T with n − 1 degrees of freedom
and the confident interval is exactly:
δ = tn−1,1−α/2
√
S2(n)
n
We called it confident interval t.
The values of the T-distribution for different values of n are repre-
sented in specific tables. When we use the confident interval we are
making an approximation because is rare that the samples Xi have a
normal distribution.
In our study we use a student’s T distribution with confidence
interval of 95%, then with 1−α = 0.95, and with n = 10 observations.
The matching table is represented in Table A.1:
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Table A.1: Student’s T table
n− 1 tn−1,1−α/2
1 12.706
2 4.303
3 3.182
4 2.776
5 2.571
6 2.447
7 2.365
8 2.306
9 2.262
10 2.228
11 2.201
12 2.179
13 2.160
14 2.145
15 2.131
16 2.120
17 2.110
18 2.101
19 2.093
20 2.086
21 2.080
22 2.074
23 2.069
24 2.064
25 2.060
26 2.056
27 2.052
28 2.048
29 2.045
30 2.042
40 2.021
50 2.009
75 1.992
100 1.984
∞ 1.960
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Appendix B
Extra Results
The purpose of this Appendix is to show same extra results that we
do not include in the main work.
The Series Two presented in Chapter 4.4 is obtained by mixing
four different relative traffic percentage. We obtain separately results
for each of this study cases and then we mix into the Series Two.
The detailed results obtained per each of this cases are presented
in Chapter 4.3 and in the following section.
B.1 Extra Series:
GST 50% & RT 10% & BE 40%
In this section we show the results obtained for the follow mix of
relative traffic flow:
• GST 50%
• SM/RT 10%
• SM/BE 40%
and for three different GST burst length:
• 40000 bytes
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• 4000 bytes
• 400000 bytes
B.1.1 PLP of SM/RT
Firstly we show the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statistically
Multiplexed Real Time (SM/RT) traffic, showed in Figure B.1:
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Figure B.1: PLP of SM/RT Extra Series GST = 0.5 SM/RT = 0.1
SM/BE = 0.3
B.1.2 PLP of SM/BE
Secondly we present the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statistically
Multiplexed Best Effort (SM/BE) traffic.
Figure B.2 shows the results for logarithmic scale:
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Figure B.2: PLP of SM/BE Extra Series GST = 0.5 SM/RT = 0.1
SM/BE = 0.3 using logarithmic scale
Figure B.3 shows the result for linear scale:
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Figure B.3: PLP of SM/BE Extra Series GST = 0.5 SM/RT = 0.1
SM/BE = 0.3 using linear scale
B.1.3 Delay of SM/BE packets in BE queue
In the end we study the delay of the Statistically Multiplexed Best
Effort (SM/BE) packets in the Best Effort (BE) queue.
The results for the mean value are shown in Figure B.4:
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Figure B.4: Mean value delay of SM/BE in BE queue Extra Series
GST = 0.5 SM/RT = 0.1 SM/BE = 0.3
The results for the mean variance are shown in Figure B.5:
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Figure B.5: Variance delay of SM/BE in BE queue Extra Series GST
= 0.5 SM/RT = 0.1 SM/BE = 0.3
B.2 Extra Series:
GST 30% & RT 10% & BE 60%
In this section we show the results obtained for the follow mix of
relative traffic flow:
• GST 30%
• SM/RT 10%
• SM/BE 60%
and for three different GST burst length:
• 40000 bytes
• 4000 bytes
• 400000 bytes
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B.2.1 PLP of SM/BE
We present the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statistically Multi-
plexed Best Effort (SM/BE) traffic.
Figure B.6 shows the results for logarithmic scale:
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Figure B.6: PLP of SM/BE Extra Series GST = 0.3 SM/RT = 0.1
SM/BE = 0.6 using logarithmic scale
Figure B.7 shows the result for linear scale:
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Figure B.7: PLP of SM/BE Extra Series GST = 0.3 SM/RT = 0.1
SM/BE = 0.6 using linear scale
B.2.2 Delay of SM/BE packets in BE queue
In the end we study the delay of the Statistically Multiplexed Best
Effort (SM/BE) packets in the Best Effort (BE) queue.
The results for the mean value are shown in Figure B.8:
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Figure B.8: Mean value delay of SM/BE in BE queue Extra Series
GST = 0.3 SM/RT = 0.1 SM/BE = 0.6
The results for the mean variance are shown in Figure B.9:
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Figure B.9: Variance delay of SM/BE in BE queue Extra Series GST
= 0.3 SM/RT = 0.1 SM/BE = 0.6
B.3 Extra Series:
GST 80% & RT 10% & BE 10%
In this section we show the results obtained for the follow mix of
relative traffic flow:
• GST 80%
• SM/RT 10%
• SM/BE 10%
and for three different GST burst length:
• 40000 bytes
• 4000 bytes
• 400000 bytes
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B.3.1 PLP of SM/RT
We show the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statistically Multi-
plexed Real Time (SM/RT) traffic, showed in Figure B.10:
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Figure B.10: PLP of SM/RT Extra Series GST = 0.8 SM/RT = 0.1
SM/BE = 0.1
B.3.2 PLP of SM/BE
We present the Packet Loss Probability (PLP) of Statistically Multi-
plexed Best Effort (SM/BE) traffic.
Figure B.11 shows the results for logarithmic scale:
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Figure B.11: PLP of SM/BE Extra Series GST = 0.8 SM/RT = 0.1
SM/BE = 0.1 using logarithmic scale
Figure B.12 shows the result for linear scale:
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Figure B.12: PLP of SM/BE Extra Series GST = 0.8 SM/RT = 0.1
SM/BE = 0.1 using linear scale
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Appendix C
Demos Code
1 BEGIN
3 integer conta_osservazioni;
long real array PLPrt (0:9);
5 long real array PLPrt2 (0:9);
long real array PLPbe (0:9);
7 long real array PLPbe2 (0:9);
long real PLP_RT, PLP_RT2;
9 long real PLP_BE, PLP_BE2;
long real msum , m2sum;
11 long real array msum_vettore(0:9);
long real array m2sum_vettore(0:9);
13 long real vsum , v2sum;
long real array vsum_vettore(0:9);
15 long real array v2sum_vettore(0:9);
long real percABS , perc2ABS;
17 long real array percABS_vettore(0:9), perc2ABS_vettore
(0:9);
long real percREL1 , perc2REL1;
19 long real array percREL1_vettore(0:9), perc2REL1_vettore
(0:9);
long real percREL2 , perc2REL2;
21 long real array percREL2_vettore(0:9), perc2REL2_vettore
(0:9);
23 long real SUM_PLPrt , sum_meanPLPrt;
long real SUM_PLPrt2 , sum_meanPLPrt2;
25 long real SUM_PLPbe , sum_meanPLPbe;
long real SUM_PLPbe2 , sum_meanPLPbe2;
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27 long real sum_msum_vettore , sum_m2sum_vettore;
long real sum_vsum_vettore , sum_v2sum_vettore;
29 long real sum_percABS_vettore , sum_perc2ABS_vettore;
long real sum_percREL1_vettore , sum_perc2REL1_vettore;
31 long real sum_percREL2_vettore , sum_perc2REL2_vettore;
33 long real deviazione_std_rt;
long real deviazione_std_be;
35 long real deviazione_std_delay1;
long real deviazione_std_delay;
37 long real deviazione_std_percABS ,
deviazione_std_percREL1 , deviazione_std_percREL2;
long real ConfInter95rt;
39 long real ConfInter95be;
long real ConfInter95_delay1;
41 long real ConfInter95_delay;
long real ConfInter95_percABS , ConfInter95_percREL1 ,
ConfInter95_percREL2;
43 long real lower_rt;
long real lower_be;
45 long real lower_delay1;
long real lower_delay;
47 long real lower_percABS , lower_percREL1 , lower_percREL2;
long real upper_rt;
49 long real upper_be;
long real upper_delay1;
51 long real upper_delay;
long real upper_percABS , upper_percREL1 , upper_percREL2;
53 long real adjustDELTA_rt;
long real adjustDELTA_be;
55 long real adjustDELTA_delay1;
long real adjustDELTA_delay;
57 long real adjustDELTA_percABS , adjustDELTA_percREL1 ,
adjustDELTA_percREL2;
59 for conta_osservazioni := 0 step 1 until 9 do
61 BEGIN
!******************************************;
63 !*************INPUT DATA *******************;
!******************************************;
65
long real sim_time;
67 long real transient_time;
integer OUTPUT_WL;
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69 long real FDL , FDLinBit;
long real bitChannelRate;
71 long real length_GST , mean_length_RT ,
mean_length_BE;
long real max_mean_length_RT ,
max_mean_length_BE;
73 long real TOTAL_LOAD;
long real GSTx100_TOTAL , RTx100_TOTAL ,
BEx100_TOTAL;
75 long real RELATIVExcentGST , RELATIVExcentBE ,
RELATIVExcentRT;
long real A, B;
77 long real num_pRT_sec , num_pBE_sec;
79 integer array my_seeds(0:9);
81 long real PLP_tot;
83 transient_time:= 0.25;
![s];
85
sim_time := 5.0;
87 ![s];
89 OUTPUT_WL := 32;
!number of fiber;
91
mean_length_RT := 40*8;
93 ![bits];
95 bitChannelRate := 1*10**9;
![bit/s];
97
FDL := 5* mean_length_RT/bitChannelRate;
99 ![sec];
101 FDLinBIT := 5* mean_length_RT;
![bits];
103
length_GST := 1000* mean_length_RT;
105 ![bits];
107 max_mean_length_RT:= 5* mean_length_RT;
![bits];
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mean_length_BE:= 40* mean_length_RT;
111 ![bits];
113 TOTAL_LOAD:= 0.5;
115 RELATIVExcentGST := 0.6;
RELATIVExcentRT:= 0.1;
117 RELATIVExcentBE:= 0.3;
119 A:= (RELATIVExcentGST*TOTAL_LOAD*bitChannelRate
)/length_GST;
B:=(1/A-length_GST/bitChannelRate);
121
num_pRT_sec:= (RELATIVExcentRT*TOTAL_LOAD*
bitChannelRate)/mean_length_RT; ![Rate];
123 num_pBE_sec:= (RELATIVExcentBE*TOTAL_LOAD*
bitChannelRate)/mean_length_BE; ![Rate];
125 GSTx100_TOTAL:= RELATIVExcentGST*TOTAL_LOAD;
RTx100_TOTAL:= RELATIVExcentRT*TOTAL_LOAD;
127 BEx100_TOTAL:= RELATIVExcentBE*TOTAL_LOAD;
129 my_seeds(0):= 907;
my_seeds(1):= 234;
131 my_seeds(2):= 326;
my_seeds(3):= 104;
133 my_seeds(4):= 711;
my_seeds(5):= 523;
135 my_seeds(6):= 883;
my_seeds(7):= 113;
137 my_seeds(8):= 417;
my_seeds(9):= 656;
139
outtext("*******INPUT DATA *******"); outimage;
141 outtext("SIMULATION TIME [s]");
outfix(sim_time ,2 ,20);
143 outimage;
outtext("TRANSIENT TIME [s]");
145 outfix(transient_time ,2 ,20);
outimage;
147 outtext("NUMBER OF OUTPUT WAVELENGTH");
outfix(OUTPUT_WL ,0 ,20);
149 outimage;
outtext("BIT CHANNEL RATE [bit/s]");
151 outfix(bitChannelRate ,0 ,40);
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outimage;
153
outtext("GST [bytes]");
155 outfix(length_GST/8 ,0 ,20);
outimage;
157 outtext("RT [bytes]");
outfix(mean_length_RT/8 ,0 ,20);
159 outimage;
outtext("BE [bytes]");
161 outfix(mean_length_BE/8 ,0 ,20);
outimage;
163
outtext("TOTAL LOAD");
165 outfix(TOTAL_LOAD ,2 ,20);
outimage;
167 outtext("RELATIVE GST LOAD");
outfix(RELATIVExcentGST ,2 ,20);
169 outimage;
outtext("RELATIVE RT LOAD");
171 outfix(RELATIVExcentRT ,2 ,20);
outimage;
173 outtext("RELATIVE BE LOAD");
outfix(RELATIVExcentBE ,2 ,20);
175 outimage;
177 !******************************************************;
179 BEGIN
181 EXTERNAL CLASS demos="/Users/gaialeli/cim -3.37/ demos.atr
";
183 DEMOS
185 BEGIN
integer k,p,i,u;
187 integer cont_res1 , cont_res2;
integer finish , BE_delay;
189 integer numberBE , totalBE;
191 integer array counter_GSTpacket_generate (1:OUTPUT_WL);
integer array counter_GSTpacket_successful (1:OUTPUT_WL)
;
193 integer GSTp_intoWL , GSTp_outtoWL;
integer GST_tot , GST_successful;
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195 long real gst_insec , gst_insec_tot;
197 integer counter_RTpacket_generate ,
counter_RTpacket_successful ;
integer RT_wl_directly_free , RT_wl_busy;
199 integer counter_RTpacket_lost;
integer RTp_intoWL , RTp_outtoWL;
201 long real rt_insec , rt_insec_tot;
203 integer counter_BEpacket_generate ,
counter_BEpacket_successful ;
integer counter_BEpacket_interrupted ,
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp ;
205 integer counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp ;
integer BEp_inQ;
207 integer BEp_intoWL , BEp_outtoWL;
long real be_insec , be_insec_tot;
209 integer counter_BEpacket;
211 long real PLP_GST;
integer TOTAL_P_GENERATED , TOTAL_P_intoWL;
213 long real somma , somma2, delayBE;
215 !*** GSTtraffic: DISTRIBUTION;
ref(rdist) array nextGST(1:OUTPUT_WL);
217 ref(rdist) array lengthGST(1:OUTPUT_WL);
219 !*** SMRTtraffic: DISTRIBUTION;
ref(rdist) nextSMRT;
221 ref(rdist) lengthSMRT;
223 !*** SMBEtraffic: DISTRIBUTION;
ref(rdist) nextSMBE;
225 ref(rdist) lengthSMBE;
227 ref(res) array wavelengthOUT(1:OUTPUT_WL);
ref(waitQ) BE_Q;
229 ref(bin) serverBEwaiting_wl;
231 integer array flag(1: OUTPUT_WL);
ref(BEserver) BE_S;
233 ref(SMBEpacket) array SMBEpacket_pointer(1:OUTPUT_WL
);
235 boolean array FDL_in_use(1:OUTPUT_WL);
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237 !******************************************************;
! GST PACKETS GENERATOR ;
239 !******************************************************;
241 entity class GSTgen(p); integer p;
243 BEGIN
245 long real Lgst;
ref(GSTpacket) p_GSTp;
247
CICLO:
249 counter_GSTpacket_generate(p) :=
counter_GSTpacket_generate(p) + 1;
Lgst:= lengthGST(p).sample;
251 p_GSTp:- new GSTpacket("GSTpacket ", p);
p_GSTp.Lgst:=Lgst;
253 p_GSTp.schedule(0.0);
hold(Lgst/bitChannelRate + nextGST(p).sample);
255 goto CICLO;
257 END***GSTgen(p)***;
259 !******************************************************;
! GST PACKET ;
261 !******************************************************;
263 entity class GSTpacket(p); integer p;
265 BEGIN
267 long real Lgst;
ref(SMBEpacket) BE_p;
269
flag(p):= 1;
271 FDL_in_use(p) := true;
273 if Lgst/bitChannelRate >= FDL then
BEGIN
275 hold(FDL);
if SMBEpacket_pointer(p)=/=NONE then
277 BEGIN
BE_P:-SMBEpacket_pointer(p);
279 BE_P.interrupt(1);
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END;
281 wavelengthOUT(p).acquire(1);
GSTp_intoWL := GSTp_intoWL + 1;
283 hold(Lgst/bitChannelRate -FDL);
285 FDL_in_use(p) := false;
hold(FDL);
287 END
else
289 BEGIN
hold(FDL -Lgst/bitChannelRate);
291 FDL_in_use(p) := false;
hold(Lgst/bitChannelRate);
293 if SMBEpacket_pointer(p)=/=NONE then
BEGIN
295 BE_P:-SMBEpacket_pointer(p);
BE_P.interrupt(1);
297 END;
wavelengthOUT(p).acquire(1);
299 GSTp_intoWL := GSTp_intoWL + 1;
hold(Lgst/bitChannelRate);
301 END;
wavelengthOUT(p).release(1);
303 gst_insec:= Lgst/bitChannelRate;
gst_insec_tot:= gst_insec_tot+gst_insec;
305 GSTp_outtoWL := GSTp_outtoWL + 1;
if not FDL_in_use(p) then flag(p):=0;
307 serverBEwaiting_wl.give(1);
counter_GSTpacket_successful(p):=
counter_GSTpacket_successful(p)+1;
309
END***GSTpacket***;
311
!******************************************************;
313 ! SMRT PACKETS GENERATOR ;
!******************************************************;
315 entity class SMRTgen;
317 BEGIN
319 long real Lsmrt;
ref(SMRTpacket) p_SMRTp;
321
CICLO:
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323 counter_RTpacket_generate := counter_RTpacket_generate
+ 1;
Lsmrt:= lengthSMRT.sample;
325 p_SMRTp :- new SMRTpacket(" SMRTpacket ");
if Lsmrt > max_mean_length_RT then Lsmrt :=
max_mean_length_RT;
327
p_SMRTp.Lsmrt := Lsmrt;
329 p_SMRTp.schedule(0.0);
hold(nextSMRT.sample);
331 goto CICLO;
333 END***SMRTgen***;
335
!******************************************************;
337 ! SMRT PACKET ;
!******************************************************;
339
entity class SMRTpacket;
341
BEGIN
343 long real Lsmrt;
integer interrupt_wl , i;
345 ref(SMBEpacket) BE_p;
counter_BEpacket:= counter_BEpacket+1;
347
for i:= 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
349 BEGIN
if flag(i) = 0 then BEGIN
351 RT_wl_directly_free :=
RT_wl_directly_free + 1;
goto USE_FREE_WL;
353 END;
355 if flag(i) = 3 AND interrupt_wl = 0 then interrupt_wl
:= i;
357 END;
359 if interrupt_wl > 0 then
BEGIN
361 BE_P :- SMBEpacket_pointer(interrupt_wl);
BE_P.interrupt(2);
363 i := interrupt_wl;
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RT_wl_busy := RT_wl_busy + 1;
365 goto USE_FREE_WL;
END
367 else
BEGIN
369 counter_RTpacket_lost:= counter_RTpacket_lost +1 ;
END;
371 goto FINE;
373 USE_FREE_WL:
wavelengthOUT(i).acquire(1);
375 RTp_intoWL := RTp_intoWL + 1;
flag(i) := 2;
377 hold(Lsmrt/bitChannelRate);
wavelengthOUT(i).release(1);
379 rt_insec:= Lsmrt/bitChannelRate;
rt_insec_tot := rt_insec_tot+rt_insec;
381 RTp_outtoWL := RTp_outtoWL + 1;
if flag(i) = 2 then flag(i) := 0;
383 serverBEwaiting_wl.give(1);
counter_RTpacket_successful :=
counter_RTpacket_successful +1;
385 FINE:
387 END***SMRTpacket***;
389 !******************************************************;
! SMBE PACKETS GENERATOR ;
391 !******************************************************;
393 entity class SMBEgen;
395 BEGIN
397 ref(SMBEpacket) p_SMBEp;
long real Lsmbe;
399
CICLO:
401 counter_BEpacket_generate :=
counter_BEpacket_generate + 1;
Lsmbe:= lengthSMBE.sample;
403 p_SMBEp :- new SMBEpacket("SMBEpacket ");
p_SMBEp.Lsmbe := Lsmbe;
405 p_SMBEp.schedule(0.0);
hold(nextSMBE.sample);
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407
goto CICLO;
409
END***SMBEgen***;
411
!******************************************************;
413 ! SMBE PACKET ;
!******************************************************;
415
entity class SMBEpacket;
417
BEGIN
419
integer actual_wl;
421 long real Lsmbe;
long real start_BEp;
423
serverBEwaiting_wl.give(1);
425 start_BEp := time;
BE_Q.wait;
427 delayBE := time - start_BEp;
somma := somma + delayBE;
429 somma2 :=somma2+delayBE**2;
flag(actual_wl) := 3;
431 SMBEpacket_pointer(actual_wl) :- this SMBEpacket;
wavelengthOUT(actual_wl).acquire(1);
433 BEp_intoWL := BEp_intoWL + 1;
hold(Lsmbe/bitChannelRate);
435 wavelengthOUT(actual_wl).release(1);
be_insec := Lsmbe/bitChannelRate;
437 be_insec_tot := be_insec_tot+be_insec;
BEp_outtoWL := BEp_outtoWL + 1;
439 if interrupted = 0
then
441 BEGIN
serverBEwaiting_wl.give(1);
443 counter_BEpacket_successful :=
counter_BEpacket_successful +1;
END;
445 if flag(actual_wl) = 3 then
flag(actual_wl):= 0;
447
SMBEpacket_pointer(actual_wl) :- NONE;
449 if interrupted > 0 then counter_BEpacket_interrupted :=
counter_BEpacket_interrupted + 1;
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if interrupted = 1 then
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp :=
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp + 1;
451 if interrupted = 2 then
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp :=
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp + 1;
453 END;
455 !******************************************************;
! SMBE SERVER ;
457 !******************************************************;
459 entity class BEserver;
461 BEGIN
integer i;
463 ref(SMBEpacket) p_SMBEpacket;
465 INIZIO:
for i:= 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
467
if flag(i) = 0 then if BE_Q.length > 0 then
469
BEGIN
471 p_SMBEpacket :- BE_Q.coopt;
p_SMBEpacket.actual_wl := i;
473 p_SMBEpacket.schedule(0.0);
BEp_inQ:= BEp_inQ + 1;
475 END;
477 serverBEwaiting_wl.take(1);
479 goto INIZIO;
481 END;
483 !******************************************************;
!******************** MAIN ****************************** ;
485 !******************************************************;
outtext("********************************** "); outimage;
487 outtext(" "); outimage;
outtext(" "); outimage;
489
setseed(my_seeds(conta_osservazioni));
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491 outtext(" OBSERVATION NUMBER");
outfix(conta_osservazioni , 0, 5);
493 outimage;
outtext("SEED:");
495 outfix(my_seeds(conta_osservazioni), 0, 20);
outimage;
497
outtext(" "); outimage;
499 outtext(" "); outimage;
outtext(" ********************************** "); outimage;
501
!***GST: PACKET ’S LENGTH;
503 for k := 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
lengthGST(k) :- new Constant("L GSTp",
length_GST);
505
for k := 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
507 !***GST: NEXT PACKET;
nextGST(k) :- new NegExp (" NextGSTp", 1/B);
509
!***SMRT: PACKET ’S LENGTH;
511 lengthSMRT :- new NegExp("L SMRTp", 1/
mean_length_RT);
513 !***SMRT: NEXT PACKET;
nextSMRT :- new NegExp(" NextSMRTp",
num_pRT_sec*OUTPUT_WL);
515
!***SMBE: PACKET ’S LENGTH;
517 lengthSMBE :- new NegExp ("L SMBEp", 1/
mean_length_BE);
519 !***SMBE: NEXT PACKET;
nextSMBE :- new NegExp (" NextSMBEp",
num_pBE_sec* OUTPUT_WL);
521
!WAVELENGTH OUT;
523 for k := 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
wavelengthOUT(k) :- new res(edit("wlOUT ", k), 1);
525
!FLAG;
527 for k := 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do flag(k) := 0;
529 BE_Q :- new waitQ(" BEtQueue");
serverBEwaiting_wl :- new bin("ServBE wait", 0);
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531
for k := 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
533 new GSTgen ("GSTgen", k).schedule( nextGST(k).sample);
535 new SMRTgen("RTgen").schedule(nextSMRT.sample);
537 new SMBEgen("BEgen").schedule(nextSMBE.sample);
539 new BEserver(" BEserver").schedule(0.0);
541 hold(transient_time);
reset;
543
!****************reset ****************;
545
BEGIN
547 for cont_res1:= 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
counter_GSTpacket_generate(cont_res1):=0;
549 END;
551 BEGIN
for cont_res2:= 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
553 counter_GSTpacket_successful (cont_res2):=0;
END;
555
GSTp_intoWL:=0;
557 GSTp_outtoWL:=0;
GST_tot:=0;
559 GST_successful:=0;
gst_insec:=0.0;
561 gst_insec_tot:=0.0;
563 counter_RTpacket_generate :=0;
counter_RTpacket_successful :=0;
565 RT_wl_directly_free:=0;
RT_wl_busy:=0;
567 counter_RTpacket_lost :=0;
RTp_intoWL:=0;
569 RTp_outtoWL:=0;
rt_insec:=0.0;
571 rt_insec_tot:=0.0;
PLP_RT :=0.0;
573 PLP_RT2:=0.0;
575 finish :=0.0;
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BE_delay:=0.0;
577 numberBE:=0;
totalBE:=0;
579 counter_BEpacket_generate :=0;
counter_BEpacket_successful :=0;
581 counter_BEpacket_interrupted :=0;
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp :=0;
583 counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp :=0;
BEp_inQ:=0;
585 BEp_intoWL:=0;
BEp_outtoWL:=0;
587 be_insec:=0.0;
be_insec_tot:=0.0;
589 counter_BEpacket:=0;
somma :=0.0;
591 somma2 :=0.0;
delayBE:=0.0;
593 PLP_BE :=0.0;
PLP_BE2:=0.0;
595 msum:=0.0;
m2sum :=0.0;
597 vsum:=0.0;
v2sum :=0.0;
599 percABS:=0.0;
percREL1:=0.0;
601 percREL2:=0.0;
perc2ABS:=0.0;
603 perc2REL1:=0.0;
perc2REL2:=0.0;
605
TOTAL_P_GENERATED:=0;
607 TOTAL_P_intoWL:=0;
609 !************end reset ****************;
611 for u:=1 step 1 until 100 do
begin
613 hold( sim_time/100.0);
end;
615
for i:= 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
617 BEGIN
GST_tot:= GST_tot + counter_GSTpacket_generate(i);
619 END;
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621 for i:= 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
BEGIN
623 GST_successful:= GST_successful +
counter_GSTpacket_successful (i);
END;
625
PLP_RT := counter_RTpacket_lost/counter_BEpacket;
627 PLP_RT2:=PLP_RT **2;
629 PLP_BE := counter_BEpacket_interrupted /BEp_inQ;
PLP_BE2:=PLP_BE **2;
631
TOTAL_P_GENERATED:= GST_TOT + counter_BEpacket_generate
+ counter_RTpacket_generate;
633 TOTAL_P_intoWL:= GSTp_intoWL + counter_BEpacket +
BEp_inQ;
635 !********************** PRINT ***************************;
! GST traffic ;
637 !******************************************************;
outtext(" ");
outimage;
639 outtext("***************GST******************");
outimage;
641 outtext("GSTpacket Generate per each GSTsource: ");
outimage;
643 for i:= 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
BEGIN
645 outint(i ,2); outint(counter_GSTpacket_generate(i), 16)
;
outimage;
647 END;
outimage;
649
outtext("GSTpacket successful per each GSTsource: ");
651 outimage;
for i:= 1 step 1 until OUTPUT_WL do
653 BEGIN
outint(i ,2); outint(counter_GSTpacket_successful (i),
16);
655 outimage;
END;
657 outimage;
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659 outtext("GST tot generate : ");
outfix(GST_tot , 0, 20);
661 outimage;
663 outtext("GST Successful: ");
outfix(GST_successful, 0, 20);
665 outimage;
667 outtext(" Generate GST packets that are not succesful: ")
;
outfix(GST_tot - GST_successful , 0, 20);
669 outimage;
671 outtext("GST packets that are in the FDL: ");
outfix(GST_tot -GSTp_intoWL , 0, 20);
673 outimage;
675 outtext("GSPps that are actively using wavelengths when
the simulation stops : ");
outfix(GSTp_intoWL -GSTp_outtoWL , 0, 20);
677 outimage;
679 outtext("GSTp that acquire WL : ");
outfix(GSTp_intoWL , 0, 20);
681 outimage;
683 outtext("GSTp that release WL = GST Successful :");
outfix(GSTp_outtoWL , 0, 20);
685 outimage;
687 outtext("sec to transmit all GSTp :");
outfix(gst_insec_tot ,16 ,20);
689 outimage;
outtext("sec to transmit all GSTp ratio number of
OUTPUT_WL :");
691 outfix ((gst_insec_tot/ OUTPUT_WL)/sim_time , 16, 20);
outimage;
693
695 !*********************** PRINT **************************;
! RT traffic ;
697 !******************************************************;
outtext(" ");
outimage;
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699 outtext("****************RT ******************");
outimage;
701 outtext("RTpacket generate : ");
outfix(counter_RTpacket_generate , 0, 20);
703 outimage;
705 outtext("RTpacket Successful : ");
outfix(counter_RTpacket_successful , 0, 20);
707 outimage;
709 outtext("Generate RT packets that are not successful: ")
;
outfix(counter_RTpacket_generate -
counter_RTpacket_successful , 0, 20);
711 outimage;
713 outtext("RT packets that are crossing the system : ");
outfix(counter_RTpacket_generate -RTp_intoWL , 0, 20);
715 outimage;
717 outtext("RTps that are actively using wavelengths when
the simulation stops : ");
outfix(RTp_intoWL -RTp_outtoWL , 0, 20);
719 outimage;
721 outtext("RTp that acquire WL: ");
outfix(RTp_intoWL , 0, 20);
723 outimage;
725 outtext("RTp that release WL = RT Successful: ");
outfix(RTp_outtoWL , 0, 20);
727 outimage;
729 outtext("RT lost packets: ");
outfix(counter_RTpacket_lost , 0, 20);
731 outimage;
733 outtext("RTp that find a free WL: ");
outfix(RT_wl_directly_free , 0, 20);
735 outimage;
737 outtext("RTp that find a busy WL in the beginning = BE
interrupted by RT: ");
outfix(RT_wl_busy , 0, 20);
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739 outimage;
741 outtext("PLP RT : ");
outfix(PLP_RT, 16, 20);
743 outimage;
745 outtext("sec to transmit all RTp: ");
outfix(rt_insec_tot ,16 ,20);
747 outimage;
outtext("sec to transmit all RTp ratio number of
OUTPUT_WL :");
749 outfix ((rt_insec_tot/OUTPUT_WL)/sim_time ,16 ,20);
outimage;
751
753 !******************************************************;
!************************ PRINT *************************;
755 ! BE traffic ;
!******************************************************;
757 outtext(" ");
outimage;
outtext("******************* BE****************");
outimage;
759
outtext(" BEpacket generate : ");
761 outfix(counter_BEpacket_generate , 0, 20);
outimage;
763
outtext(" BEpacket Successful : ");
765 outfix(counter_BEpacket_successful , 0, 20);
outimage;
767
outtext(" Generate BE packets that are not successful: ")
;
769 outfix(counter_BEpacket_generate -
counter_BEpacket_successful , 0, 20);
outimage;
771
outtext(" BEp_inQ = BEp into the queue = BEintoWL :");
773 outfix(BEp_inQ , 0,20);
outimage;
775
outtext("BEp that acquire WL : ");
777 outfix(BEp_intoWL , 0, 20);
outimage;
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779
outtext("BEp that release WL = BE Successful:");
781 outfix(BEp_outtoWL , 0, 20);
outimage;
783
outtext("BEps that are actively using wavelengths when
the simulation stops : ");
785 outfix(BEp_intoWL -BEp_outtoWL , 0, 20);
outimage;
787
outtext("BEpacket Interrupt = BEpacket Interrupt by GST
+ BEpacket Interrupt byRT : ");
789 outfix(counter_BEpacket_interrupted , 0, 20); outimage;
791 outtext("BEpacket Interrupt by GST : ");
outfix(counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp , 0, 20);
793 outimage;
795 outtext("BEpacket Interrupt by RT : ");
outfix(counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp , 0, 20);
797 outimage;
799 outtext("BEpacket Interrupt by GST + BEpacket Interrupt
byBE : ");
outfix(counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp +
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp , 0, 20);
801 outimage;
803 outtext("PLP BE : ");
outfix(PLP_BE, 16, 20);
805 outimage;
807 outtext("BEinterrupted ratio BEinQueue:");
outfix(counter_BEpacket_interrupted/BEp_inQ , 16, 20);
809 outimage;
811 outtext("BEinterrupted by GST ratio BEinQueue:");
outfix(counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp /BEp_inQ , 16,
20);
813 outimage;
815 outtext("BEinterrupted by RT ratio BEinQueue:");
outfix(counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp /BEp_inQ , 16,
20);
817 outimage;
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819 outtext("sec to transmit all BEp :");
outfix(be_insec_tot ,16 ,20);
821 outimage;
outtext("sec to transmit all BEp ratio number of
OUTPUT_WL :");
823 outfix ((be_insec_tot/OUTPUT_WL)/sim_time ,16 ,20);
outimage;
825
outtext("Sum all delay BE packets : ");
827 outfix(somma , 16, 20);
outimage;
829
outtext("Sum**2 all delay BE packets : ");
831 outfix(somma2, 16, 20);
outimage;
833
outtext("Mean value delay BE packet : ");
835 outfix(somma/BEp_inQ , 16, 20);
outimage;
837
msum:=msum+somma/BEp_inQ;
839 vsum:=vsum+abs( BEp_inQ*somma2-somma **2.0) /( BEp_inQ*(
BEp_inQ -1.0));
percABS := percABS + ( counter_BEpacket_interrupted/
BEp_intoWL)*100.0;
841 percREL1 := percREL1 + (
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp /
counter_BEpacket_interrupted )*100.0;
percREL2 := percREL2 + (
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp /
counter_BEpacket_interrupted )*100.0;
843
m2sum :=m2sum +(somma/BEp_inQ)**2;
845 v2sum := v2sum +(abs( BEp_inQ*somma2-somma **2.0) /(BEp_inq*(
BEp_inQ -1.0)))**2.0;
847 perc2ABS := perc2ABS + (( counter_BEpacket_interrupted/
BEp_intoWL)*100.0)**2.0;
perc2REL1 := perc2REL1 + ((
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_GSTp /
counter_BEpacket_interrupted )*100.0)**2.0;
849 perc2REL2 := perc2REL2 + ((
counter_BEpacket_interrupted_by_RTp /
counter_BEpacket_interrupted )*100.0)**2.0;
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851 outtext("percABS");
outfix(percABS , 20, 45);
853 outimage;
855 outtext("percREL1");
outfix(percREL1 , 20, 45);
857 outimage;
859 outtext("percREL2");
outfix(percREL2 , 20, 45);
861 outimage;
863 outtext(" ");
outimage;
outtext("*************************************");
outimage;
865
outtext("TOTAL PACKETS GENERATED : ");
867 outfix(TOTAL_P_GENERATED , 0, 20);
outimage;
869
outtext("TOTAL PACKETS into the WL : ");
871 outfix(TOTAL_P_intoWL , 0, 20);
outimage;
873
outtext("GST% : ");
875 outfix(GSTx100_TOTAL , 5, 20);
outimage;
877 outtext("GST% simulation result : ");
outfix ((gst_insec_tot/OUTPUT_WL)/sim_time , 16, 20);
879 outimage;
881 outtext("BE% : ");
outfix(BEx100_TOTAL , 5, 20);
883 outimage;
outtext("BE% simulation result : ");
885 outfix ((be_insec_tot/OUTPUT_WL)/sim_time , 16, 20);
outimage;
887
outtext("RT% : ");
889 outfix(RTx100_TOTAL , 5, 20);
outimage;
891 outtext("RT% simulation result: ");
outfix ((rt_insec_tot/OUTPUT_WL)/sim_time , 16, 20);
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893 outimage;
895
!*******************************************;
897
END***DEMOS ***;
899
END;
901
PLPrt(conta_osservazioni):= PLP_RT;
903 PLPrt2(conta_osservazioni):= PLP_RT2;
sum_PLPrt := sum_PLPrt+PLPrt(conta_osservazioni);
905 sum_PLPrt2 := sum_PLPrt2+PLPrt2( conta_osservazioni);
PLPbe(conta_osservazioni):= PLP_BE;
907 PLPbe2(conta_osservazioni):= PLP_BE2;
sum_PLPbe := sum_PLPbe+PLPbe(conta_osservazioni);
909 sum_PLPbe2 := sum_PLPbe2+PLPbe2( conta_osservazioni);
msum_vettore(conta_osservazioni):=msum;
911 m2sum_vettore(conta_osservazioni):=m2sum;
vsum_vettore(conta_osservazioni):=vsum;
913 v2sum_vettore(conta_osservazioni):=v2sum;
percABS_vettore(conta_osservazioni):= percABS;
915 perc2ABS_vettore(conta_osservazioni):= perc2ABS;
percREL1_vettore(conta_osservazioni):= percREL1;
917 perc2REL1_vettore(conta_osservazioni):= perc2REL1;
percREL2_vettore(conta_osservazioni):= percREL2;
919 perc2REL2_vettore(conta_osservazioni):= perc2REL2;
921 sum_msum_vettore:= sum_msum_vettore+msum_vettore(
conta_osservazioni);
sum_m2sum_vettore:= sum_m2sum_vettore+ m2sum_vettore(
conta_osservazioni);
923
sum_vsum_vettore:= sum_vsum_vettore+vsum_vettore(
conta_osservazioni);
925 sum_v2sum_vettore:= sum_v2sum_vettore+ v2sum_vettore(
conta_osservazioni);
927 sum_percABS_vettore:= sum_percABS_vettore+
percABS_vettore(conta_osservazioni);
sum_perc2ABS_vettore:= sum_perc2ABS_vettore+
perc2ABS_vettore(conta_osservazioni);
929
sum_percREL1_vettore:= sum_percREL1_vettore+
percREL1_vettore(conta_osservazioni);
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931 sum_perc2REL1_vettore:= sum_perc2REL1_vettore+
perc2REL1_vettore(conta_osservazioni);
933 sum_percREL2_vettore:= sum_percREL2_vettore+
percREL2_vettore(conta_osservazioni);
sum_perc2REL2_vettore:= sum_perc2REL2_vettore+
perc2REL2_vettore(conta_osservazioni);
935
outtext("OBSERVED VALUE = PLP of RT : ");
937 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix(PLPrt(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
939
outtext("SQUARED OBSERVED VALUE: PLP**2 of RT ");
941 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix(PLPrt2(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
943
outtext("OBSERVED VALUE = PLP of BE : ");
945 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix(PLPbe(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
947
outtext("SQUARED OBSERVED VALUE: PLP**2 of BE ");
949 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix(PLPbe2(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
951
outtext("OBSERVED VALUE=msum : ");
953 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10 ); outfix( msum_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
955
outtext("SQUARED OBSERVED VALUE=m2sum ");
957 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix(m2sum_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
959
outtext("OBSERVED VALUE=vsum : ");
961 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10 ); outfix( vsum_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
963
outtext("SQUARED OBSERVED VALUE=v2sum ");
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965 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix( v2sum_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
967
outtext(" OBSERVED VALUE= percABS : ");
969 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10 ); outfix(percABS_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
971
outtext(" SQUARED OBSERVED VALUE= perc2ABS ");
973 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix( perc2ABS_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
975
outtext(" OBSERVED VALUE = percREL1 : ");
977 outtext("% relative of BE interrupted by GST");
outint(conta_osservazioni ,10 ); outfix(percREL1_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
979 outimage;
981 outtext(" SQUARED OBSERVED VALUE= perc2REL1 ");
outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix( perc2REL1_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
983 outimage;
985 outtext(" OBSERVED VALUE= percREL2 : ");
outtext("% relative of BE interrupted by RT");
987 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10 ); outfix(percREL2_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
989
outtext(" SQUARED OBSERVED VALUE= perc2REL2 ");
991 outint(conta_osservazioni ,10); outfix( perc2REL2_vettore(
conta_osservazioni), 40, 45);
outimage;
993
END;
995
sum_meanPLPrt:= sum_PLPrt/ conta_osservazioni;
997 sum_meanPLPrt2:= sum_PLPrt2/conta_osservazioni;
deviazione_std_rt:= sqrt(abs(10.0* sum_PLPrt2 - sum_PLPrt*
sum_PLPrt)/90.0);
999 ConfInter95rt:= (deviazione_std_rt *2.262)/sqrt(10.0);
lower_rt:= sum_meanPLPrt- ConfInter95rt;
1001 upper_rt:= sum_meanPLPrt+ ConfInter95rt;
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if lower_rt >0 then adjustDELTA_rt:=ConfInter95rt
1003 else adjustDELTA_rt:= ConfInter95rt+lower_rt;
1005 outtext("Mean value of sum of PLP RT : ");
outfix(sum_meanPLPrt , 40, 45);
1007 outimage;
1009 outtext("Sum of PLP**2 of: ");
outfix(sum_PLPrt2 , 40, 45);
1011 outimage;
1013 outtext("Mean value of sum of PLP**2 of RT : ");
outfix(sum_meanPLPrt2 , 40, 45);
1015 outimage;
1017 outtext("Standard deviation RT: ");
outfix(deviazione_std_rt , 40, 45);
1019 outimage;
1021 outtext("95% Confidential Intervall : ");
outfix(ConfInter95rt , 40, 45);
1023 outimage;
1025 outtext("LOWER of RT : ");
outfix(lower_rt , 40, 45);
1027 outimage;
1029 outtext("UPPER of RT : ");
outfix(upper_rt , 40, 45);
1031 outimage;
1033 outtext("Adjusted lower 95% Confidence interval of RT :
");
outfix(adjustDELTA_rt , 40, 45);
1035 outimage;
1037 sum_meanPLPbe:=sum_PLPbe/conta_osservazioni;
sum_meanPLPbe2:= sum_PLPbe2/conta_osservazioni;
1039 deviazione_std_be:= sqrt(abs(10.0* sum_PLPbe2 -sum_PLPbe*
sum_PLPbe)/90.0);
ConfInter95be:= (deviazione_std_be *2.262)/sqrt (10.0);
1041 lower_be:= sum_meanPLPbe -ConfInter95be;
upper_be:= sum_meanPLPbe+ConfInter95be;
1043 if lower_be >0 then adjustDELTA_be:=ConfInter95be
else adjustDELTA_be:= ConfInter95be+lower_be;
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1045
outtext("Mean value of sum of PLP BE : ");
1047 outfix(sum_meanPLPbe , 40, 45);
outimage;
1049
outtext("Sum of PLP**2 of BE: ");
1051 outfix(sum_PLPbe2 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1053
outtext("Mean value of sum of PLP**2 of BE : ");
1055 outfix(sum_meanPLPbe2, 40, 45);
outimage;
1057
outtext(" Standard deviation BE: ");
1059 outfix(deviazione_std_be , 40, 45);
outimage;
1061
outtext("95% Confidential Intervall of BE: ");
1063 outfix(ConfInter95be , 40, 45);
outimage;
1065
outtext("LOWER of BE : ");
1067 outfix(lower_be , 40, 45);
outimage;
1069
outtext("UPPER of BE : ");
1071 outfix(upper_be , 40, 45);
outimage;
1073
outtext(" Adjusted lower 95% Confidence interval of BE :
");
1075 outfix(adjustDELTA_be, 40, 45);
outimage;
1077
deviazione_std_delay1:=sqrt(abs(10.0* sum_m2sum_vettore -
sum_msum_vettore**2)/90.0);
1079 ConfInter95_delay1:= ( deviazione_std_delay1 *2.262)/sqrt
(10.0);
lower_delay1:= sum_msum_vettore/10.0 -ConfInter95_delay1;
1081 upper_delay1:= sum_msum_vettore/10.0+ ConfInter95_delay1;
if lower_delay1 >0 then adjustDELTA_delay1:=
ConfInter95_delay1
1083 else adjustDELTA_delay1:= ConfInter95_delay1+
lower_delay1;
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1085 outtext("Mean value of msum: ");
outfix(sum_msum_vettore/10.0 , 40, 45);
1087 outimage;
1089 outtext("Standard deviation mean value delay: ");
outfix(deviazione_std_delay1 , 40, 45);
1091 outimage;
1093 outtext("95% Confidential Intervall mean value delay: ")
;
outfix(ConfInter95_delay1 , 40, 45);
1095 outimage;
1097 outtext("LOWER of mean value delay : ");
outfix(lower_delay1 , 40, 45);
1099 outimage;
1101 outtext("UPPER of mean value delay: ");
outfix(upper_delay1 , 40, 45);
1103 outimage;
1105 outtext("Adjusted lower 95% Confidence interval mean
value delay : ");
outfix(adjustDELTA_delay1 , 40, 45);
1107 outimage;
1109 deviazione_std_delay:=sqrt(abs(10.0* sum_v2sum_vettore -
sum_vsum_vettore**2)/90.0);
ConfInter95_delay:= (deviazione_std_delay *2.262)/sqrt
(10.0);
1111 lower_delay:= sum_vsum_vettore/10.0 -ConfInter95_delay;
upper_delay:= sum_vsum_vettore/10.0+ ConfInter95_delay;
1113 if lower_delay >0 then adjustDELTA_be:=ConfInter95_delay
else adjustDELTA_delay:= ConfInter95_delay+lower_delay
;
1115
outtext("Mean value of vsum: ");
1117 outfix(sum_vsum_vettore/10.0 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1119
outtext("Standard deviation variance delay: ");
1121 outfix(deviazione_std_delay , 40, 45);
outimage;
1123
outtext("95% Confidential Intervall variance delay: ");
125
1125 outfix(ConfInter95_delay , 40, 45);
outimage;
1127
outtext("LOWER variance delay : ");
1129 outfix(lower_delay , 40, 45);
outimage;
1131
outtext("UPPER variance delay: ");
1133 outfix(upper_delay , 40, 45);
outimage;
1135
outtext(" Adjusted lower 95% Confidence interval variance
delay : ");
1137 outfix(adjustDELTA_delay , 40, 45);
outimage;
1139
deviazione_std_percABS :=sqrt(abs(10.0*
sum_perc2ABS_vettore -sum_percABS_vettore **2)/90.0);
1141
ConfInter95_percABS:= (deviazione_std_percABS *2.262)/
sqrt(10.0);
1143 lower_percABS:= sum_percABS_vettore /10.0 -
ConfInter95_percABS;
upper_percABS:= sum_percABS_vettore /10.0+
ConfInter95_percABS;
1145 if lower_percABS >0 then adjustDELTA_percABS:=
ConfInter95_percABS
else adjustDELTA_percABS:= ConfInter95_percABS+
lower_percABS;
1147
outtext("Mean value % absolute of BE interrupted: ");
1149 outfix(sum_percABS_vettore /10.0 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1151
outtext(" Standard deviation % absolute of BE interrupted
: ");
1153 outfix(deviazione_std_percABS , 40, 45);
outimage;
1155
outtext("95% Confidential Intervall % absolute of BE
interrupted: ");
1157 outfix(ConfInter95_percABS , 40, 45);
outimage;
1159
outtext("LOWER % absolute of BE interrupted: ");
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1161 outfix(lower_percABS , 40, 45);
outimage;
1163
outtext("UPPER % absolute of BE interrupted: ");
1165 outfix(upper_percABS , 40, 45);
outimage;
1167
outtext("Adjusted lower 95% Confidence interval %
absolute of BE interrupted : ");
1169 outfix(adjustDELTA_percABS , 40, 45);
outimage;
1171
deviazione_std_percREL1 :=sqrt(abs(10.0*
sum_perc2REL1_vettore -sum_percREL1_vettore **2)/90.0);
1173
ConfInter95_percREL1:= (deviazione_std_percREL1 *2.262)/
sqrt(10.0);
1175 lower_percREL1:= sum_percREL1_vettore /10.0 -
ConfInter95_percREL1;
upper_percREL1:= sum_percREL1_vettore /10.0+
ConfInter95_percREL1;
1177 if lower_percREL1 >0 then adjustDELTA_percREL1:=
ConfInter95_percREL1
else adjustDELTA_percREL1:= ConfInter95_percREL1+
lower_percREL1;
1179
outtext("Mean value % relative of BE interrupted by GST
: ");
1181 outfix(sum_percREL1_vettore /10.0 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1183
outtext("Standard deviation % relative of BE interrupted
by GST: ");
1185 outfix(deviazione_std_percREL1 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1187
outtext("95% Confidential Intervall % relative of BE
interrupted by GST: ");
1189 outfix(ConfInter95_percREL1 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1191
outtext("LOWER % relative of BE interrupted by GST: ");
1193 outfix(lower_percREL1 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1195
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outtext("UPPER % relative of BE interrupted by GST: ");
1197 outfix(upper_percREL1, 40, 45);
outimage;
1199
outtext(" Adjusted lower 95% Confidence interval %
relative of BE interrupted by GST : ");
1201 outfix(adjustDELTA_percREL1 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1203
deviazione_std_percREL2 :=sqrt(abs(10.0*
sum_perc2REL2_vettore - sum_percREL2_vettore **2)/90.0);
1205
ConfInter95_percREL2:= (deviazione_std_percREL2 *2.262)/
sqrt(10.0);
1207 lower_percREL2:= sum_percREL2_vettore /10.0 -
ConfInter95_percREL2;
upper_percREL2:= sum_percREL2_vettore /10.0+
ConfInter95_percREL2;
1209 if lower_percREL2 >0 then adjustDELTA_percREL2:=
ConfInter95_percREL2
else adjustDELTA_percREL2 :=ConfInter95_percREL2+
lower_percREL2;
1211
outtext("Mean value % relative of BE interrupted by RT :
");
1213 outfix(sum_percREL2_vettore /10.0 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1215
outtext(" Standard deviation variance % relative of BE
interrupted by RT: ");
1217 outfix(deviazione_std_percREL2 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1219
outtext("95% Confidential Intervall variance % relative
of BE interrupted by RT: ");
1221 outfix(ConfInter95_percREL2 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1223
outtext("LOWER variance % relative of BE interrupted by
RT: ");
1225 outfix(lower_percREL2, 40, 45);
outimage;
1227
outtext("UPPER variance % relative of BE interrupted by
RT: ");
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1229 outfix(upper_percREL2 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1231
outtext("Adjusted lower 95% Confidence interval variance
% relative of BE interrupted by RT : ");
1233 outfix(adjustDELTA_percREL2 , 40, 45);
outimage;
1235
END;
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